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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is the development of a computationally-efficient coded system that enables communication over the non-coherent Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) flat-fading wireless channel at high data rates. The proposed signalling technique applies the principles of Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) with Iterative Demapping and Decoding (IDD) to non-coherent MIMO communication systems.

The principle of BICM is applied to a constellation that mimics the non-coherent capacity achieving distribution at high signal to noise ratios. The capacity achieving distribution is in the form of isotropically distributed unitary matrices, and the constellation can be represented by points on a Grassmannian manifold. A mapping technique that exploits the Grassmannian geometry is proposed. This mapping technique is based on the partitioning of the constellation into two subsets. The Grassmannian geometry also gives rise to an efficient list-based demapping algorithm that substantially reduces the computational complexity of the receiver while incurring some degradation in performance. For example, at a bit error rate (BER) of $10^{-4}$ the signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance degradation with respect to full constellation demapping is approximately 1.75 dB. A technique by which the decoder can augment the demapping list is proposed, and it is shown that the performance degradation of the efficient algorithm can be rendered insignificant (approximately 0.2 dB at a BER of $10^{-4}$).
Finally, the performance of the proposed BICM-IDD using the Grassmannian constellation will be compared to that of a corresponding training-based BICM-IDD scheme. These simulations show that the proposed scheme can provide better performance at high data rates; e.g., for a data rate of 5/3 bits per channel use, the performance gap is almost 1 dB at BER of $10^{-4}$. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is the development of a computationally-efficient coded scheme for communicating over non-coherent Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) flat-fading wireless channel at rates close to the high-SNR ergodic capacity. Such schemes possess many desirable features for wireless systems that require reliable communication at high data rates. The proposed scheme is based on applying the principles of Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) with Iterative Demapping and Decoding (IDD) to non-coherent MIMO communication systems. The performance of the proposed system will then be compared to a corresponding training-based system. In this chapter, we will discuss the fundamentals of wireless communications, the principles of employing multiple antennas, the desirable properties of the non-coherent MIMO framework, and we will present the thesis outline.

1.1 Wireless Communication

In many practical applications maintaining a wireline communication can be both inconvenient and uneconomic [1]. For example, when communication sites are needed for a short period of time or when the terrain is too rugged to establish a wireline
connection. In some of these applications, wireless systems can offer substantial advantages [1]. In particular, they offer the potential of maintaining a communication link while both the transmitter and the receiver are mobile. In addition, wireless systems are not reliant on wireline infrastructure which can be expensive to construct and maintain [1].

Although the wireless medium is attractive, there are several factors that have to be carefully accounted for in the design of a wireless communication system. In a wireless medium, the transmitted signal is scattered off objects in its propagation paths resulting in multiple reflected versions of the signal at the receiver. The reflected signals travel along different propagation paths, and hence they experience different attenuation and time delays. Furthermore, the attenuation and delay on each path will usually vary with time, due to the relative motion of the transmitter, receiver and reflectors. This time variation is often called fading [2], although that description is perhaps most accurate when the time delays of each path are approximately the same. In that case, the amplitude of the received signal fluctuates, or “fades”, depending on whether the components on each path add constructively or destructively.

Depending on the properties of both the channel and the transmitted signal, fading can be categorized into different classes. Fading can be categorized as being either slow or fast depending on the relation between the symbol duration and the coherence time of the channel. The coherence time of a channel is the time duration during which the channel remains essentially unchanged. If the coherence time is less than the symbol duration, then the signal is said to undergo fast fading. Otherwise, the transmitted signal is said to undergo slow fading [2]. Another attribute of fading depends on the relation between the bandwidth occupied by the signal and the coherence bandwidth of the channel, and this results in the categories of frequency-flat and frequency-selective fading. The coherence bandwidth of a channel is the frequency
interval over which the channel can be considered essentially constant. If the bandwidth occupied by the signal is much less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel then the signal is said to undergo frequency-flat fading. Otherwise, the transmitted signal undergoes frequency-selective fading [2]. Throughout this thesis, we will focus on the subclass of frequency flat slowly fading channels in which the channel remains constant for a period less than the coherence time, and then takes on independent values. This class of channels is referred to as the class of block-fading channels. This class is appropriate for modelling communication systems that employ time-division multiple access (TDMA) [3]. In these systems, each user is assigned a specific time slot in a signalling frame to transmit a signal. If the time interval spanned by each frame is significantly longer than the coherence time, then each block of bits of a certain user would experience an almost independent channel realization.

A technique to mitigate fading in wireless systems is to ensure that multiple representations of the same signal are transmitted over weakly correlated channel realizations and jointly processed at the receiver [4]. One way to construct such a scheme is by employing multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver. In the case of weakly correlated channels, when a propagation path experiences deep fading in which the components of the signal propagating in different paths add almost destructively, the receiver can exploit the other approximately independent paths to improve the performance of the detection process. On the other hand, if the paths are highly correlated, when deep fading occurs in one path, it is likely that other
paths will be affected in a similar way leading to difficulties in the detection process. Fortunately, in environments with a high density of scatterers, the propagation paths are often highly uncorrelated [1]. Ideally, if there are many scatterers then the signal can be assumed to undergo independent fading along each propagation path [1]. Such a channel is referred as being “richly scattered”. This can be the case when both the transmitter and receiver are located in an urban area and there is no direct line of sight. In order to ensure that the signal propagation paths are approximately independent in a richly scattered environment, field measurements show that the antennas at each end have to be separated by a distance at least equal to $0.5\lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the carrier wavelength [1]; see Figure 1.1. For example, if the carrier frequency is 6 GHz, the antennas should be separated by a distance greater than 2.5 cm.

In addition to fading, the received signals are also subject to thermal noise that is inherently generated in the electronic devices in the receiver and possibly interference from other users operating in the same frequency band [2]. However, the focus of this thesis is on single user communication systems. In the next section, we will focus on the principles of employing multiple antenna systems.
1.2 Multiple Antenna Wireless Systems

Unlike the single antenna model, in which the transmission is allocated in time slots, when communicating over a MIMO communication system the transmission is allocated in space and time slots. This allocation can be viewed as a two dimensional slot structure in which the space slot represents the antenna from which the data is transmitted and the time slot represents the time instants during which the transmission occurs.

In order to represent the space-time allocation of the transmitted signal, we will describe the basic building blocks of a standard MIMO communication system. A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 1.2. In this standard system, the direct space-time encoding block of the generic MIMO system in Figure 1.1 is partitioned into a scalar encoder and a space-time mapper, and the direct space-time decoder is partitioned into a space-time demapper and a scalar decoder. Although this partitioning results in a loss in performance, it substantially simplifies the design and implementation of the both the transmitter and the receiver, while still offering the potential for reliable communication at high data rates [4–6]. The standard system in Figure 1.2 operates in the following way. The information source generates a stream of data bits that are passed into an encoder. The encoded bits are then fed to a MIMO space-time mapper in which the bits are divided into blocks and each block is mapped onto a space-time constellation matrix $S$. For example, one way to generate the space-time matrix $S$, is by further dividing the block of bits into sub-blocks and mapping each sub-block of bits onto a symbol $s$ chosen from a standard constellation; e.g., Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) or phase shift keying (PSK). Then each mapped symbol $s$ is allocated to a space-time slot to be transmitted on a certain antenna at a certain time; generating a space-time matrix $S$. At the destination, the receiver first detects the transmitted signal using a space-time demapper in which
the received signal is demapped to produce a stream of bits (or "soft" information about these bits). This stream of bits is then passed to the decoder, which attempts to reproduce the original stream of data bits.

As previously mentioned, multiple antennas can be exploited to improve the reliability of the communication system. A simple way in which this can be accomplished is by transmitting a signal based on the same message from each antenna. The transmitted signals follow different propagation paths resulting in multiple replicas of the transmitted signal at the receiver. The receiver will exploit the multiple received replicas of the signal to improve the performance of the detection process. As an alternative, each antenna can be used to transmit independent data over the propagation paths to increase the communication data rate over a channel. In other words, the multiple antenna system can be viewed as having multiple spatial channels over which independent information is propagating to increase the data rate [7]. Fortunately, these performance and rate gains are not mutually exclusive, but there is a fundamental trade-off between them, known as the diversity-multiplexing trade-off [7, 8].
The maximum achievable data rate at which a system can reliably communicate with an arbitrarily small probability of error is known as the channel capacity [9]. In order to describe the channel capacity of a MIMO system, the channel model will be first defined. The considered model employs \( M \) transmit and \( N \) receive antennas. The complex attenuations of the channels between each pair of transmit and receive antennas can be represented by an \( M \times N \) channel realization matrix \( H \). If the channel is constant for blocks of \( T \) channel uses, and if the transmitted signal is represented by a \( T \times M \) matrix \( S \), the received signal is a \( T \times N \) matrix \( Y \) given by,

\[
Y = SH + V,
\]

where \( V \) is a \( T \times N \) matrix that represents the additive noise. This channel model will be described in more detail in Section 2.2. The channel capacity is equal to the maximum mutual information \( I(S; Y) \) between the input \( S \) and the output \( Y \) of the channel over the distribution of the input signals [9]. In this thesis, we consider block-fading channels in which the channel realization \( H \) remains constant for a block of channel uses then assumes an independent realization for the next block. Furthermore, we assume that the latency constraints are loose so that the information can be coded across many blocks. For such a scenario, the maximum data rate that can be reliably communicated is bounded by the ergodic capacity of the channel [10]. The value of the ergodic capacity is dependent on the amount of information about the state of the channel that the transmitter and receiver possess. In this thesis, two models that have received considerable attention are described; the coherent and non-coherent models [10, 11]. In both models, the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel.

The coherent communication model assumes that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) [10]. In practice, the CSI can be acquired by transmitting pilot symbols known to the receiver, from which the receiver can
estimate the channel. This strategy is based on the assumption that the length of the block over which the channel is assumed to be constant is long enough for the time and power used to acquire this CSI to be deemed negligible. Since the receiver is assumed to have obtained perfect knowledge of the channel realization $H$, the coherent system model can be viewed as a channel with two outputs the received signal, $Y$, and the channel realization, $H$. Therefore, the ergodic capacity of the coherent model is given by,

$$C_{\text{coherent}} = \max_{p(S)} E_H \{I(S; Y, H)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

$$= \max_{p(S)} E_H \{I(S; Y | H)\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

where $p(S)$ is the distribution of the input signals, $I(S; Y, H)$ is the mutual information between the channel input $S$ and the channel output pair $Y$ and $H$, $I(S; Y | H)$ is the mutual information for a given channel realization $H$ and $E_H \{ \cdot \}$ denotes the expectation over $H$. The derivation of (1.3) exploits the fact that $I(S; H) = 0$; i.e., the channel input $S$ and the channel realization $H$ are independent, since $H$ is not known at the transmitter.

An alternative communication model that appropriately accounts for the resources that have to be expended to acquire the CSI is the non-coherent model. In this model, the receiver does not have any CSI. The ergodic capacity of this model can be written as,

$$C_{\text{non-coherent}} = \max_{p(S)} E_H \{I(S; Y)\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

Explicitly computing the capacity of a non-coherent system remains an open problem [11]. However, in [12], the non-coherent ergodic capacity of a MIMO system at high signal to noise ratios (SNRs) was computed. While this will be described in more detail in Section 2.2, it was shown in [12] that channel symbols in the form of isotropically distributed unitary matrices achieve the non-coherent ergodic capacity
at high SNRs. It was also shown in [12] that the transmitted information is conveyed in the subspaces spanned by these unitary matrices rather than the matrices themselves, and that each subspace can be represented as constellation point on a Grassmann manifold. This communication scheme will be the focus of Chapter 2.

1.3 Literature Review

The goal of this thesis is to develop a computationally efficient scheme that is capable of communicating reliably at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of a non-coherent MIMO system at high SNRs. A common approach to achieving reliable communication at high rates is by combining a highly structured “outer” code with an “inner” signalling scheme that mimics the capacity achieving distribution. Two well-known generic forms of that approach are bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [13, 14] with iterative demapping and decoding (IDD) [15, 16], and multilevel coded (MLC) modulation [17, 18]. In the BICM-IDD scheme, at the transmitter, the input data are encoded bits using an “outer” code. The encoded bits are scrambled using a pseudo-random interleaver and then consecutively mapped onto a constellation. At the receiver, the demapping of encoded bits from the received signal and the decoding of these bits are performed separately while iteratively exchanging soft information to approximate the optimum joint demapper/decoder [15, 16]. Although BICM-IDD is not capacity achieving, it simplifies the implementation of the both the transmitter and the receiver, while still offering the potential for reliable communication close to the capacity limit [16]. In MLC modulation, the input data is demultiplexed into multiple data streams using a serial-to-parallel converter. The data streams are then independently encoded at different data rates. The rate of each of these data streams is determined via a chain rule decomposition of the mutual information between the input data bits and the received signal [18, 19]. The encoded bits of the parallel data
streams are consecutively mapped to a signalling constellation of a suitable size and then transmitted over the channel. Using the insight generated by the chain rule decomposition of the mutual information, the receiver uses a multistage decoder that detects the data streams in a successive fashion. In particular, the receiver begins by detecting one stream. Assuming that this stream is correctly detected, the receiver uses the recovered data to subsequently detect a second stream. The receiver continues until all data streams have been detected. Although MLC is capacity achieving, implementing MLC schemes at high data rates can be computationally expensive due to the associated complexity of the multistage decoding technique [19].

The focus of this thesis is on applying the principles of BICM-IDD to the non-coherent MIMO channel. Several systems have been developed in [20–23] in which BICM-IDD was applied to the non-coherent channel using various unitary signalling schemes. In order to describe the systems developed in [20–23], different unitary constellation design techniques will first be addressed.

A key aspect in designing a signalling constellation is to determine an appropriate metric that quantifies the distance between the constellation points. Several constellation design techniques using different distance metrics have been proposed for the non-coherent MIMO channel. For example, in [24] the asymptotic union bound on the pairwise error probability was proposed as a distance metric. However, this bound can be loose and this can be reflected in the constellation; i.e., constellations that are deemed "good" from this bound’s perspective might not perform well in practice. Another constellation design technique was proposed in [25] that uses an unstructured surrogate-based optimization technique to generate the constellation. This approach adopted a mathematically convenient metric called the chordal Frobenius distance [26]. Although this distance metric is mathematically convenient, it does not necessary guarantee good performance [27]. Another approach was proposed in [27] in which a metric called the chordal Frobenius norm was used. This norm was shown to
quantify the perturbation in the subspace spanned by the transmitted signal induced by the noise at the receiver [27]. Using this metric, a practical greedy algorithm to design the unitary matrices constellation was also proposed in [27].

The BICM-IDD scheme using unitary signalling developed in [20, 22, 23] uses the distance metric and constellation design developed in [25, 28] and uses full constellation demapping which can be computationally expensive especially at high data rates. In [21], an EXIT chart analysis was performed on the BICM-IDD scheme that uses the unitary constellations designed in [28] and full constellation demapping. In BICM-IDD schemes, the encoded bits are mapped onto a constellation of unitary matrices. In the BICM-IDD schemes developed in [20–22], a pseudo-random mapping technique was used to label the constellations of unitary matrices. However, in [23] a mapping technique was proposed in which optimization techniques were used to minimize a cost function based on the pairwise error probability. The developed mapping performs well in the case where the channel variations between two consecutive blocks can be considered negligible. However, in the considered block-fading model this optimized mapping does not show any improvement in performance over pseudo-random mapping [23]. In addition to employing a simple mapping technique that exploits the structure of the unitary constellation, the proposed scheme also differs in the choice of the distance metric and the constellation design technique [27]. In fact, it has already been shown in [27] that for an uncoded scheme the chosen unitary constellation performs significantly better than the constellations developed in [25, 28]. In addition to the differences in the signalling scheme, the proposed receiver is unique at its use of an efficient list-based demapping technique that significantly reduces the complexity of the detection process.

In addition to unitary signalling [12, 29], there are other candidate approaches to non-coherent communication, such as differential schemes [29–31] and training techniques [3, 32, 33]. Differential schemes are based on the assumption that the channel
variations between two consecutive blocks is negligible. However, this assumption is not justifiable under the block-fading channel model used in this thesis, because the channel takes on independent values for each block. In contrast, training-based schemes are appropriate for the block-fading channel model. In the simplest form of such schemes, the channel is first estimated using the training sequence and then the system communicates coherently using the estimated channel as if it was the true channel. More sophisticated schemes involve joint or iterative estimation of the channel and detection of the data [34, 35], but such schemes have a substantially larger computational cost.

In this thesis, the performance of the proposed non-coherent communication scheme will be compared to a corresponding training-based scheme, and it will be shown that the proposed scheme provides better performance than the training based scheme at high data rates.

1.4 Contributions

The focus of this thesis is to construct a scheme that can communicate reliably at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of a non-coherent MIMO system at high SNRs. The proposed scheme applies the principles of BICM-IDD [15, 16] to the non-coherent capacity achieving signalling scheme, which is in the form of isotropically distributed unitary matrices [12]. While others have developed BICM-IDD schemes for the non-coherent MIMO channel using various unitary signalling schemes (e.g., [20–23]), the proposed scheme uses a different unitary signalling scheme that more closely mimics the distribution that achieves the capacity at high SNRs. In addition to employing a simple mapping technique that exploits the structure of the unitary constellation, the proposed scheme also employs an efficient list demapping scheme that significantly reduces the computational load at the receiver.
Before applying the principles of BICM-IDD to a high rate communication scheme, one needs to design a constellation of unitary matrices that mimics the capacity achieving distribution. The complexity of directly generating such constellation increases exponentially with the data rate. An alternative approach is through applying a greedy algorithm that generates a well-spaced constellation of unitary matrices by recursively adding one constellation matrix at a time [27]. After designing such constellation, the transmitter of the BICM-IDD scheme maps consecutive blocks of interleaved coded bits onto the designed constellation.

Since efficient deterministic methods for mapping the bits onto such constellation are not yet known, we will use the structure of the Grassmannian constellation to guide the construction of a constellation mapper that maps consecutive blocks of bits onto the constellation points.

The receiver of the BICM-IDD scheme iteratively exchanges soft information between the demapper and decoder to approximate the prohibitively complex jointly optimal receiver [14–16]. However, examining all the constellation points in the demapper of the BICM-IDD scheme is still computationally expensive. To alleviate such a computational burden, one might choose to examine only a subset of the constellation points. In order for the demapper to perform well, the candidate list that represents the subset of the constellation points has to be carefully chosen by exploiting the structure of the Grassmannian constellation and the received signal. The proposed list demapper is based on the recently developed reduced-search detector for uncoded Grassmannian constellations [36,37]. A weakness in the initial list-based demapper is that membership of the candidate list depends only on the channel output without any input from the decoder of the BICM-IDD scheme. In other words, a constellation point that is deemed by the decoder to have a large likelihood might not be a member of the demapper’s candidate list. Thus, we propose to incorporate the decoder’s information in the demapper by allowing the decoder to augment the
demapper's candidate list. This augmentation results in a significant improvement in performance.

In summary, the proposed scheme applies BICM-IDD to the distance metric and the Grassmannian constellations developed in [27] to generate a coded system that communicate reliably at data rates close to the non-coherent ergodic capacity. A mapping technique that exploits the Grassmannian geometry is proposed. In addition, a computationally-efficient list demapping technique that incorporate the decoder's information in the candidate list is developed. Finally, the performance of the proposed non-coherent BICM-IDD scheme using unitary signalling is compared to a corresponding BICM-IDD training-based scheme [3, 12, 32, 33]. It will be shown, via simulation, that the proposed scheme can provide better performance at high data rates.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The core contribution of this thesis is the development of a coded scheme that operates reliably at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of the channel, using the principles of BICM-IDD [14–16]. In the development of this scheme, we encountered several challenges, most of which were consequences of the non-Euclidean geometry of the capacity achieving signalling scheme. The background to these challenges is described in Chapters 2–4 and in Chapter 5 this scheme is constructed.

Chapter 2 will begin by describing the principles of non-coherent MIMO communication and the corresponding channel model. Since the capacity-achieving signals at high SNRs can be represented as points on a Grassmann manifold [12], we will describe several constellation design techniques that mimic this distribution. Since the demapping process is usually the computational bottle neck of high-rate MIMO communication systems, we will also describe an efficient reduced-search list-based
detector for uncoded signalling over a non-coherent channel that exploits the non-Euclidean structure of the Grassmannian constellations [36, 37]. Finally, we will discuss alternative techniques for non-coherent communication.

Chapter 3 will focus on the principles of the bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) scheme described in [14]. Applying the BICM scheme to a MIMO communication system results in a system that consists of both a space-time inner constellation and an outer code that introduces a structure between the transmitted blocks (e.g., a convolutional or turbo code). Since the optimal joint detection and decoding of a BICM scheme is computationally infeasible for large data blocks, we will describe the principles of a sub-optimal technique described in [15, 16] that iteratively exchanges soft information between the detector and the decoder. Finally, the functionality of the BICM scheme with iterative detection and decoding (IDD) will be illustrated for a coherent MIMO system.

Chapter 4 will provide an overview of turbo codes, which will be used as the outer code for the proposed non-coherent BICM-IDD scheme. We will focus on the commonly used class of turbo codes that is constructed by the parallel interleaved concatenation of recursive systematic convolutional codes. Such codes can be simply implemented to allow the BICM-IDD scheme to operate at data rates close to the capacity limit [38]. We will discuss the functionality of the building blocks of both the turbo encoder and its corresponding decoder. Turbo decoding is performed through the iterative exchange of soft information between the decoding blocks (using, for example, the BCJR algorithm [39]). This decoding technique will also be described in detail.

Chapter 5 presents the main contributions of the thesis. The core contribution is to apply the principles of BICM-IDD [14–16] to the non-coherent MIMO channel. Constructing such scheme can be challenging due to the non-Euclidean geometry of the optimal non-coherent space-time signals. In this chapter, we will exploit
the Grassmannian structure to develop a constellation mapper for the transmitter of the BICM scheme that maps consecutive blocks of bits onto the Grassmannian constellation. The constellation points are then transmitted through the described block-fading channel. In constructing the receiver it is observed that examining all the unitary matrices at the receiver is computationally expensive, and hence insight from the geometry of the signalling scheme is used to develop an efficient list-based demapping algorithm that substantially reduces the computational complexity of the receiver while incurring some degradation in performance (around 1.75 dB in SNR at a bit error rate (BER) of $10^{-4}$). This demapper is based on a recently developed reduced-search detector for uncoded Grassmannian constellations [27, 37]. Furthermore, we propose a method by which the decoder can augment the list used by the demapper and we demonstrate that this feature renders the performance degradation of the efficient demapper negligible (around 0.2 dB in SNR). Finally, the performance of the proposed scheme will be compared to that of a corresponding training-based BICM-IDD scheme.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides few directions that can be pursued for future research, with the goal of making further improvements to the performance of the non-coherent MIMO BICM-IDD system.
Chapter 2

Non-Coherent MIMO Communication

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, the use of multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver of a wireless communication system offers the potential for reliable communication at high data rates. In a standard model for such a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) communication system, the receiver is assumed to have complete Channel State Information (CSI) \textit{a priori} and is able to use this information to detect the transmitted signals. This model is based on the assumption that the coherence time is long enough for the time used to acquire this CSI to be deemed negligible. Such model is referred to as being coherent [10]. However, this model does not consider the communication resources that would have to be expended in order for the receiver to acquire the CSI. An arguably more realistic framework that allows for these resources to be appropriately accounted for is one in which neither the transmitter nor the receiver has any \textit{a priori} CSI. Such a communication model is often referred to as being non-coherent. Despite the absence of the \textit{a priori} CSI, MIMO non-coherent
communication systems can offer reliable data transmission at high rates [12]. In fact, it was shown in [12] that at high SNRs the non-coherent ergodic channel capacity approaches the capacity of a corresponding coherent model as the coherence time increases.

Explicitly computing the capacity of a non-coherent system remains an open problem [11]. However, in [12], the high SNR non-coherent ergodic capacity of a frequency-flat richly-scattered block-fading MIMO channel was computed. This computation revealed several fundamental relationships between the variables of the non-coherent MIMO system. For example, it was shown that increasing the number of transmit antennas beyond the number of receive antennas will not result in any gain in the achievable rate [12]. In addition, it was shown that the high-SNR capacity achieving input signals are in the form of isotropically distributed unitary matrices [12, 29, 40]. In contrast, in the coherent case a vector version of the conventional Gaussian signalling strategy suffices to achieve the ergodic capacity [10]. This difference reduces the extent to which insight can be transferred from the coherent case to the non-coherent case. However, some insight into the non-coherent case can be obtained by observing that when we communicate non-coherently using unitary matrices, the information is conveyed by the subspace spanned by the transmitted unitary matrices rather than the matrices themselves, and these subspaces can be represented by points on a compact Grassmann manifold [12]. It was shown in [12, 25] that the design of the isotropically distributed unitary matrices is identified with constellation points that are well-spaced on a Grassmann manifold. The concepts of this non-coherent MIMO scheme will be described in more detail in the next section.

Despite the insight that is gained from the Grassmannian geometry, the implementation of the optimal non-coherent signalling scheme remains challenging. A major challenge lies in the design of a constellation that mimics the capacity achieving signal distribution (which is in the form of isotropically distributed unitary matrices).
The complexity associated with directly generating such constellation grows rapidly with the constellation size. Thus, an alternative constellation design technique that is based on a greedy algorithm was proposed in [27]. Another challenge lies in the detection process where the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection can be computationally infeasible for large constellations at high data rates. Thus, in order to reduce the complexity of the detection, a reduced search non-coherent detector that exploits the structure of the Grassmannian manifold and the received signal was introduced in [27, 37].

This chapter will present an overview of MIMO non-coherent communication. Section 2.2 will introduce the channel model, and then Section 2.3 will address a practical constellation design technique. In Section 2.4, the ML detection procedure will be discussed and a computationally efficient non-coherent reduced search detector [27] will be described. Finally, Section 2.5 will discuss alternative techniques that could be used to communicate over a non-coherent channel.

2.2 System Model

We consider a system in which information is communicated from $M$ transmit antennas to $N$ receive antennas over a frequency-flat richly-scattered block-fading channel of coherence time $T_c$ channel uses. This system model is appropriate for time-division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency hopping systems [3], as described in Section 1.1. We will denote the signalling interval (in channel uses) by $T$, and we will choose $T \leq T_c$ so that we can model the channel as being constant over the signalling interval. The vector of signals transmitted at each channel use will be denoted by the rows of a $T \times M$ matrix $Q_X$. The $T \times N$ received signal matrix $Y$ can then be written as

$$Y = Q_X H + \sqrt{\frac{M}{\rho T}} V,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)
where $H$ is an $M \times N$ channel matrix whose entries are drawn independently from the standard complex Gaussian distribution $CN(0, 1)$, $V$ is the $T \times N$ matrix representing the additive noise whose entries are also drawn independently from $CN(0, 1)$, and $\rho$ is the signal to noise ratio. (The scaling in (2.1) is performed so that $\rho$ is independent of both $M$ and $T$.)

For the non-coherent MIMO system, the capacity achieving input signals for high-SNR operation are isotropically distributed $T \times M$ (tall) unitary matrices $Q_X$. These tall matrices $Q_X$ are unitary in the sense that $Q_X^\dagger Q_X = I_M$, where $(\cdot)^\dagger$ represents the Hermitian transpose of a matrix, and they are isotropically distributed in the sense that $P(Q_X) = P(UQ_X)$ for any $T \times T$ unitary matrix $U$, [12,40]. When the transmitted $T \times M$ matrix $Q_X$ is right multiplied by the $M \times N$ channel matrix $H$ as shown in (2.1), the basis vectors of the $M$-dimensional subspace are rotated and scaled. However, since the receiver has no channel information, this rotation and scaling of the basis vectors cannot be detected. However, the subspace spanned by $Q_X$ remains unchanged [12]. Therefore, information is conveyed in the $M$-dimensional subspace spanned by $Q_X$ [12]. This comes in contrast with the coherent scenario in which the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel $H$, and therefore the information-carrying object is the transmitted matrix $Q_X$ itself. Since in the non-coherent scheme only the subspace spanned by $Q_X$ is detectable, all unitary matrices that span the same $M$-dimensional subspace are equivalent from the perspective of the high-SNR non-coherent MIMO communication system. That is, if a $T \times M$ unitary matrix $Q_X$ spans a certain subspace $\Phi$, then all matrices $Q_X P$ for any $M \times M$ unitary matrix $P$ will span the same subspace $\Phi$ and are considered equivalent [12]. The subspace spanned by each matrix $Q_X$ can be represented by a single "constellation" point on a compact Grassmann manifold $G_M(C^T)$ [12], where $G_M(C^T)$ is the set of all $M$-dimensional subspaces that span a $T$-dimensional Euclidean space.

Explicitly computing the mutual information between the input $Q_X$ and output $Y$
of a non-coherent system remains an open problem [11]. However, the non-coherent ergodic capacity at high SNRs was computed in [12]. This computation used the fact that the mutual information \( I(Q_X; Y) = h(Y) - h(Y|Q_X) \), where \( h(\cdot) \) is the entropy and it was based on the assumption that the SNR is high so that the entropy of the channel output \( h(Y) \approx h(Q_X H) \); meaning that the entropy of the noise is negligible when compared to the entropy of \( Q_X H \); i.e., \( h(V) \ll h(Q_X H) \). It was shown in [12] that for a non-coherent MIMO system with \( N \geq M \) and \( T \geq M + N \), the ergodic capacity can be written as

\[
C(\rho) = M(1 - \frac{M}{T}) \log_2(\rho) + c_{M,N} + o(1),
\]

where \( o(1) \) is the Landau symbol which becomes insignificant as the SNR goes to infinity [12]. The constant \( c_{M,N} \) is given by

\[
c_{M,N} = \frac{1}{T} \log_2(|G_M(C^T)|) + M(1 - \frac{M}{T}) \log_2(\frac{T}{\pi e M}) + \left(1 - \frac{M}{T}\right) \sum_{i=N-M+1}^{N} E\{\log_2(\chi^2_{2i})\},
\]

where \( \chi^2_{2i} \) is a Chi-square random variable with \( 2i \) degrees of freedom, and \( |G_M(C^T)| \) is the volume of the Grassmann manifold \( G_M(C^T) \), which is given by

\[
|G_M(C^T)| = \frac{\prod_{i=T-M+1}^{T} \frac{2^{2i}i!}{(2i)!}}{\prod_{i=1}^{M} \frac{2^{2i}i!}{(2i)!}}.
\]

It was shown in [12], that increasing the number of transmit antennas \( M \) beyond the number of receive antennas \( N \) will not result in any increase in capacity. Furthermore, in order to maximize the SNR-dependent term in the non-coherent capacity in (2.2), the appropriate number of transmit antennas is

\[
M = \min\{\lfloor T/2 \rfloor, N\},
\]

and we will assume that (2.5) is satisfied.

Since the information in a non-coherent MIMO system that operates at high-SNR is conveyed in the subspaces spanned by the unitary matrices \( Q_X \), the task of
the detector is to identify the subspace that was transmitted rather than the actual matrix that generated the subspace. The received $T \times N$ matrix $Y$, which spans an $N$-dimensional space, can be decomposed using QR decomposition. That is,

$$Y = Q_Y R_Y,$$

where the columns of $Q_Y$ constitute a basis of the $N$-dimensional subspace in which the received signal lies, and $R_Y$ consists of the scaling and rotating factors within the subspace. It was shown in [27], that for isotropically distributed unitary matrices $Q_X$, the unitary component of the received signal $Q_Y$ is independent from the channel $H$, while $R_Y$ is independent from the transmitted signal $Q_X$. That is,

$$I(Q_Y; H) = 0, \quad (2.6)$$
$$I(R_Y; Q_X) = 0. \quad (2.7)$$

The proof of this result is based on the fact that since the noise and the transmitted matrices are isotropically distributed, the noise does not couple the information about the channel and the transmitted matrices [27]. Based on (2.6) and (2.7), all the available information about the subspace of $Q_X$ is contained in $Q_Y$, while $R_Y$ includes all the available information about the channel $H$. Therefore, the role of the detector is to exploit the subspace spanned by $Q_Y$ and the implicit channel information in $R_Y$ to detect the subspace of the transmitted unitary matrix $Q_X$ (see Section 2.4).

### 2.3 Constellation Design

As described in the previous section, an input distribution that is isotropically distributed on the space of $T \times M$ unitary matrices achieves the ergodic capacity of the non-coherent MIMO system at high SNRs [12, 29, 40]. The goal of the constellation design is to synthesize a constellation of unitary matrices that mimics this
distribution. It was shown in [12, 25] that the design of the isotropically distributed unitary matrices is identified with constellation points that are uniformly distributed on a Grassmann manifold. Therefore, in order to design such constellation, one could attempt to design a constellation of this form by directly maximizing the mutual distances between the subspaces that the matrices $Q_X$ span; that is,

$$
\arg \max_{\{Q_{x_k}\}_{k=1}^{|C|}} \min_{1 \leq i,j \leq |C|, i \neq j} d(Q_{x_i}, Q_{x_j}),
$$

subject to $Q_{x_i} \in G_M(\mathbb{C}^T)$, $\forall i \in \{1, 2, 3, ..., |C|\},$

where $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ is an appropriate distance metric for a Grassmannian constellation, and $|C|$ is the number of constellation matrices. The computational cost of this approach increases rapidly with the size of the constellation. Furthermore, there is some debate as how one ought to measure the distances between the subspaces [25,27,41]. It was shown in [27] that using the chordal Frobenius norm $d_{CF}(\cdot, \cdot)$ as the distance metric accurately accounts for the subspace perturbation due to the noise at the receiver. The chordal Frobenius norm is defined as the square root of

$$
d_{CF}^2(Q_{x_1}, Q_{x_2}) = 2M - 2\text{Tr}(\Sigma_{Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2}}),
$$

where the SVD of $Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2} = U_{Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2}} \Sigma_{Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2}} V_{Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2}}^\dagger$. In addition, it was shown that constellations designed using this distance metric provide significantly better performance than the constellations designed using the chordal Frobenius distance in [25,28]. The chordal Frobenius distance is the square root of $M - \text{Tr}(\Sigma_{Q_{x_1}^*Q_{x_2}})$; [26]. Therefore, in this thesis we will choose the constellation designed using the greedy algorithm proposed in [27] in which the chordal Frobenius norm was chosen as the distance metric.

Starting from an arbitrary unitary matrix $Q_X$ the greedy design technique in [27] recursively adds one constellation matrix at a time. Each additional matrix spans a subspace that maximizes the minimum of the distances to all the subspaces that
are spanned by the existing matrices in the constellation; i.e., the approach in [27] attempts to iteratively solve

\[ Q_{X_i} = \arg \max_{\{Q|Q^tQ=I\}} \min_{1 \leq j \leq i-1} d_{CF}(Q, Q_{X_j}), \]

\[ = \arg \min_{\{Q|Q^tQ=I\}} \max_{1 \leq j \leq i-1} \text{Tr}(\Sigma Q_{X_j}^t Q_{X_j}), \quad i = 2, 3, ..., |C|. \quad (2.9) \]

As it stands, (2.9) is still an awkward problem to solve, because the inner maximization problem renders the objective of the minimization problem non-differentiable. In order to use efficient techniques for smooth optimization on the Grassmann manifold, the technique in [27] uses the sum of negative exponentials of the distances to approximate the inner maximization in (2.9). This results in the following smooth optimization problem,

\[ Q_{X_i} = \arg \min_{\{Q|Q^tQ=I\}} \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \exp(\text{Tr}(\Sigma Q_{X_j}^t Q_{X_j}))^2. \quad (2.10) \]

In the case where the signalling interval is twice the number of transmitters, \( T = 2M \), the symmetry properties of the underlying Grassmann manifold mean that the constellation can be increased by an orthogonal pair of unitary matrices at each iteration [27]. This property will be exploited in the BICM-IDD non-coherent system in Section 5.2 where binary bits will be mapped to points on the compact Grassmann manifold. More detailed description of the smoothed greedy constellation design technique and a detailed derivation of the choice of distance metric can be found in [27, 36].

2.4 Non-Coherent Detection

In any uncoded non-coherent communication system with unitary signalling, the receiver’s role is to detect which one of the “constellation” of subspaces was transmitted.
Maximum likelihood (ML) detection of the subspace involves computing the likelihood of the received signal given the transmitted unitary matrix for all constellation points. In fact, under the standard assumptions that the entries of the channel and noise matrices are drawn independently from the standard complex Gaussian distribution $\mathcal{CN}(0,1)$ and the channel model in (2.1), the likelihood of the received signal given the transmitted unitary matrix is $[12,40]$

$$p(Y|Q_X) = \frac{\exp\left(-\frac{\rho T}{M}\text{Tr}(Y^\dagger(I_T - \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{\rho T}} Q_X Q_X^\dagger)Y)\right)}{(\pi M/\rho T)^{TN}(1 + \frac{\rho T}{M})^{MN}},$$

(2.11)

where $I_T$ is the $T \times T$ identity matrix. The ML detector examines all the constellation points in the constellation set $C$ searching for the constellation point $\hat{Q}_X$ that maximizes $p(Y|Q_X)$ in (2.11). This is equivalent to

$$\hat{Q}_X = \arg \max_{Q_X \in C} \text{Tr}(Y^\dagger Q_X Q_X^\dagger Y).$$

(2.12)

The drawback of ML detection lies in the computational cost of examining all the constellation points in the constellation set. The computational complexity of the ML detector for each received matrix $Y$ is equal to $(TMN + NM)|C|$ complex multiplications and $[(T - 1)MN + (NM - 1)]|C|$ complex additions. This number of computations is based on only computing the diagonal entries of $Y^\dagger Q_X Q_X^\dagger Y$ that is needed to compute the trace. In order to alleviate the computational cost of the detection process, a reduced-search non-coherent list detector was developed in $[27,37]$. This detector selects a particular subset of candidate constellation points to be examined against the ML metric (2.12).

### 2.4.1 Reduced-Search Non-Coherent Detector

The reduced search detector for uncoded Grassmannian constellations developed in $[27,37]$ uses the structure of the Grassmannian constellation and the nature of
the received signal $Y$ to determine a list of candidate constellation points. A distinguishing feature of the list is that its length is implicitly adapted to the channel realization, rather than being fixed a priori. This enables the receiver to allocate its computational resources to channel realizations for which the detection problem is “hard”. The generation of the list of candidate constellation points is based on the QR decomposition, $Y = Q_Y R_Y$, and the observation [36,37] that all the information available about the transmitted signal, $Q_X$, is contained in $Q_Y$, while $R_Y$ contains the available information about the channel, $H$; c.f., (2.6) and (2.7). To simplify the description of the list generation scheme, in this thesis we will focus on systems in which the number of transmit antennas is the same as the number of receive antennas; i.e., $M = N$. Extensions to the case in which $N > M$ appear in [36,37].

A list of candidate constellation points can be generated as follows: Prior to operation, the detector picks a reference constellation point $Q_{\text{ref},1}$ and builds a look-up table in which the remaining constellation points are sorted according to their distance from the reference point. When a signal matrix $Y$ is received, its QR decomposition is computed and the distance $d(Q_Y, Q_{\text{ref},1})$ is measured. All constellation points which are at “about the same distance” from the reference point as $Q_Y$ are included in the candidate list. More specifically, the channel information implicit in $R_Y$ is used to generate two values, $A_Y$ and $B_Y$, which are used to define the width of a “strap” on the Grassmannian manifold that contains $Q_Y$; see Figure 2.1 for an illustration. The detector’s list is defined to be all those constellation points that lie within the strap; i.e.,

$$L(Y, Q_{\text{ref},1}) = \{Q_X | A_Y \leq d(Q_X, Q_{\text{ref},1}) - d(Q_Y, Q_{\text{ref},1}) < B_Y\}. \quad (2.13)$$

In order to operate with shorter lists, the look-up table in the detector can be augmented to include distances from other reference points $Q_{\text{ref},j}$. The detector will augment the look-up table with the distances between all the constellation points and each additional reference point $Q_{\text{ref},j}$. The look-up table is computed only once and
stored at the receiver. In the case of multiple reference points, only those constellation points that lie in the intersection of the “straps” of each reference point are assigned to the list; see, e.g., Figure 2.2. That is, the list can be described as

\[ \mathcal{L}' = \{ Q_X | Q_X \in \bigcap_j \mathcal{L}(Y, Q_{\text{ref},j}) \}. \]  

Having established the list, the detector then selects the constellation point in the candidate list that maximizes the maximum likelihood metric (2.11). That is, the detector chooses

\[ \hat{Q}_X = \arg \max_{Q_X \in \mathcal{L}'} \text{Tr}(Y^\dagger Q_X Q_X^\dagger Y). \]  

The choice of \( A_Y \) and \( B_Y \) in (2.13) involves a trade-off between the length of the list and the probability that the transmitted constellation point is not in the list. A good choice for \( A_Y \) and \( B_Y \) would be the one that minimizes the width of the “strap” \( |A_Y - B_Y| \) while ensuring that the probability that the correct codeword is not in the detector’s list, \( \mathcal{L}' \), is less than a small threshold \( \delta \) [36,37]. This can be written as,

\[ (A_Y, B_Y) = \arg \inf_{(A,B):P(Q_X \notin \mathcal{L}'|Q_X,Y)<\delta} |A - B|. \]  

Computing the probability \( P(Q_X \notin \mathcal{L}'|Q_X,Y) \) depends on the choice of the reference point and is rather complicated. As an alternative, one can use the Chebychev inequality to find a lower bound on the width of the strap \( |A_Y - B_Y| \) that is required for
the probability of “missing” the transmitted constellation point to be below $\delta$ [36,37].

A drawback of this detector is the memory used to store all the distances from each reference point $Q_{\text{ref},j}$ in the look-up table. A reasonable solution for such problem is to quantize the distances from the reference points to the constellation points [36,37]. Such approach can result in a valuable reduction in the memory required by the detector.

2.5 Alternative Techniques for Non-Coherent Communication

There are alternative techniques for communicating over a non-coherent MIMO channel other than the capacity achieving Grassmannian signalling technique which has been, so far, the focus of this chapter. In particular, for systems in which one can assume that the channel variations between two consecutive blocks are negligible, differential schemes are strong candidates; e.g., [29–31]. However, this assumption is not justifiable under the block-fading channel model used in this thesis, because the channel takes on independent values for each block.
Another class of non-coherent MIMO communication signalling strategies that can be implemented under the block-fading model are the training-based techniques [3, 12, 32, 33]. Training-based techniques split the signalling interval $T$ into two intervals. The first interval is a training phase, $T_r$, in which pilot symbols, that are known to the receiver are transmitted. Using these pilot symbols, the receiver generates an estimate $\hat{H}$ of the channel matrix. In the second interval, $T_d$, the receiver uses the estimated channel matrix $\hat{H}$ as the true channel to detect the transmitted data coherently [3]. (The training and coherent communication intervals need not be contiguous. Furthermore, joint channel estimation and decoding can be attempted [35].) There is a trade-off between the time used to train the receiver and the time available for data transmission. If the training time, $T_r$, is short, the receiver's estimate of the channel $\hat{H}$ can be rather inaccurate and if $T_r$ is too long, there is little time for data transmission before the channel changes. An appropriate value for the training interval $T_r$ will be suggested below.

We consider a channel model with $M$ transmit and $N$ receive antennas. The received $N \times T$ matrix $Y$ can be represented in the form of,\footnote{This form is the transpose of the form in (2.1) with appropriate scaling.}

$$Y = HS + \sqrt{\frac{M}{\rho}} V,$$

(2.17)

where $H$ is the $N \times M$ channel matrix whose entries are drawn independently from $CN(0, 1)$, $S$ is the $M \times T$ space-time codeword that represents the transmitted symbols, $V$ is the $N \times T$ matrix representing the additive noise whose entries are also drawn independently from $CN(0, 1)$, and the signal to noise ratio is given by $\rho$.

Unlike the unitary signalling technique, in which the constellation is a set of isotropically distributed unitary matrices, the transmitted space-time signal $S$ in the training-based scheme can be constructed from a (widely) linear combination of symbols $s$ from conventional scalar constellations, such as Quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) or phase shift keying (PSK); e.g., [42]

The training scheme uses pilot symbols known to the receiver to estimate the channel \( \hat{H} \). There are different methods to estimate the channel [35]. One simple technique is to transmit the pilot symbols \( S_r \) and then process the received matrix \( Y_r \) to estimate the channel, using either the ML estimate or the linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) estimate [3]. These estimates are given by,

\[
\hat{H}_{ML} = \sqrt{\frac{M}{\rho}} (S_r^T S_r)^{-1} S_r Y_r, \tag{2.18}
\]

\[
\hat{H}_{LMMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{M}{\rho}} \left( \frac{I_M}{\rho} + S_r^T S_r \right)^{-1} S_r^T Y_r, \tag{2.19}
\]

respectively, where \( I_M \) is the \( M \times M \) identity matrix. In order to acquire a meaningful estimate of the channel \( H \), the number of measurements has to be at least as many as the number of unknowns [3]. That is, the number of elements in the received signal \( Y_r \) is at least as many as the number of unknowns in the channel \( H \); i.e., \( NT_r \geq NM \). Hence, the number of channel uses \( T_r \) needed to estimate a sufficiently accurate channel matrix is at least as large as the number of transmit antennas \( M \), i.e., \( T_r \geq M \). In the second phase of the training scheme, the transmitter and the receiver will communicate coherently, with the receiver using the estimated channel, \( \hat{H} \), as if it was the true channel to detect the transmitted signal. In the next subsection, we will provide a simple example of a 2 \( \times \) 2 communication system in which ML detection of the space-time signal \( S \) collapses to scalar detection of the elements \( s \) in the space-time matrix \( S \).

### 2.5.1 Example: 2 \( \times \) 2 MIMO Communication System

In this example, we will start by describing a signalling scheme for the coherent phase, then training will be applied for this scheme. For a MIMO system in which the number of transmit and receive antennas \( M = N = 2 \), a convenient technique to communicate
is the Alamouti scheme [43]. In the Alamouti scheme, the transmitted signal, $S$, possesses an orthogonal structure. This structure allows complex transmitted symbols to be efficiently decoupled at the receiver using linear preprocessing without incurring any penalty in performance [43].

The Alamouti scheme will be described for a $2 \times 2$ system with coherence time $T = 2$. Let $\{s_i\}$ denote the complex data symbols. In this scheme, two symbols are transmitted in each block (e.g., $s_0$ and $s_1$) which are drawn from a standard constellation. In the Alamouti scheme, the $M \times T$ space time codeword $S$ for the $k^{th}$ block can be written as,

$$S_k = \begin{bmatrix} s_0 & -s_1^* \\ s_1 & s_0^* \end{bmatrix}, \quad (2.20)$$

where $(\cdot)^*$ denotes the complex conjugate. Each row in the $S$ matrix represents a transmit antenna and each column represents a specific time slot. The received matrix $Y$ can be written as,

$$Y = \begin{bmatrix} y_{11} & y_{12} \\ y_{21} & y_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} h_{11} & h_{12} \\ h_{21} & h_{22} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} s_0 & -s_1^* \\ s_1 & s_0^* \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} v_{11} & v_{12} \\ v_{21} & v_{22} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (2.21)$$

The received matrix $Y$ in (2.21) can be written in a vectorized form where the columns of the matrices are stacked in a tall column,

$$y = \begin{bmatrix} y_{11} \\ y_{21} \\ y_{12}^* \\ y_{22}^* \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} h_{11} & h_{12} \\ h_{21} & h_{22} \\ h_{12}^* & -h_{11}^* \\ h_{22}^* & -h_{21}^* \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} s_0 \\ s_1 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} v_{11} \\ v_{21} \\ v_{12}^* \\ v_{22}^* \end{bmatrix} = \mathcal{H}s + v. \quad (2.22)$$

In a coherent channel model, the receiver has access to the channel matrix $H$. Since the columns of the matrix $\mathcal{H}$ are orthogonal, thus $\mathcal{H}^\dagger \mathcal{H} = \|H\|^2 I$, where $(\cdot)^\dagger$ is the Hermitian transpose and $\|\cdot\|$ is the Frobenius norm. The preprocessed received signal
can be written as,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    r_0 \\
    r_1
\end{bmatrix} = H^t y = \|H\|^2 \begin{bmatrix}
    s_0 \\
    s_1
\end{bmatrix} + H^t v,
\]

(2.23)

where \(r_0\) and \(r_1\) are the linearly preprocessed received symbols. Thus ML detection can be simply performed by comparing each received symbol \(r_0\) and \(r_1\) to each symbol in the QAM constellation. The detected complex symbols \(\hat{s}_0\) and \(\hat{s}_1\) can be represented as,

\[
\hat{s}_0 = \arg \min_s \left\| \frac{1}{\|H\|^2} r_0 - s \right\|, \quad \hat{s}_1 = \arg \min_s \left\| \frac{1}{\|H\|^2} r_1 - s \right\|.
\]

(2.24)

As shown in (2.24), ML detection reduces to scalar detection through linear pre-processing of the received signal. In addition, in the Alamouti scheme two versions of each symbol are transmitted on a different antenna at different time instants, as shown in (2.20). The receiver exploits both replicas of the transmitted signal to obtain the diversity advantage described in Section 1.2. As defined in [7], the diversity gain \(D\) is the rate at which the ML error probability \(P_e\) decays for large SNRs. That is,

\[
\lim_{\text{SNR} \to \infty} \frac{\log P_e(\text{SNR})}{\log(\text{SNR})} = -D.
\]

(2.25)

It was shown in [42], that the Alamouti scheme achieves the maximum diversity gain for a 2 x 2 MIMO system; i.e., \(D = 4\).

Now, lets consider the training-based technique, in which the channel \(H\) is not known a priori at the receiver. The training-based technique will use pilot symbols known at the receiver to estimate the channel \(\hat{H}\) using (2.18) or (2.19)\(^2\). The Alamouti scheme can then use the estimated channel as if it is the true channel to communicate coherently over the MIMO channel.

In this thesis, this training-based scheme will be used to communicate over a non-coherent MIMO channel in a bit-interleaved coded modulation with iterative demapping and decoding (BICM-IDD) system. The performance of this system will

\(^2\)In this thesis, we used the identity matrix as the pilot space-time matrix to estimate the channel.
be compared to the proposed BICM-IDD system that uses the capacity achieving unitary signalling scheme for non-coherent MIMO communication. The next chapter will describe the principles of BICM-IDD.
Chapter 3

Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we discussed the principles of non-coherent MIMO communication systems. The focus of this thesis is to develop a scheme that communicates reliably at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of the non-coherent MIMO channel. One way is by enveloping the non-coherent MIMO system in a bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) scheme. In order to provide a complete exposition, in this chapter we will outline the principles of BICM and the advantages it possesses. We will then illustrate the principles by applying them to a coherent MIMO system.

As discussed in Chapter 1, employing multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver enables one to achieve high data rates on a richly-scattered wireless channel. One way to construct a scheme that can communicate reliably at these high data rates is by enveloping the multiple antenna system by an “outer” code that introduces a structure between the transmitted symbols. This structure can be exploited at the receiver to correct errors that may result from noise and fading. In such a scheme, the multiple antenna system transmits matrices which are chosen from a space-time constellation that are interlinked through the embedded structure that is introduced
Figure 3.1: Bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) scheme with joint decoding.

by the outer encoder. This scheme is referred to as bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [13, 14].

In order to recover the transmitted space-time signals and the information bits in an optimum fashion, one must incorporate both the code structure and the space-time constellation structure into the decoding process [16]. While this joint demapping and decoding scheme shown in Figure 3.1 has the potential of providing attractive performance features, performing maximum likelihood sequence decoding in a BICM scheme involves the examination of all of the codewords, and hence is prohibitively complex [16]. An alternative technique is to perform bit-wise decoding, however this also involves a computational burden that renders it infeasible from a practical point of view. The source of this burden is the need to compute the \textit{a posteriori} probability APP of each bit given all the received data and the outer code constraints. In order to construct a receiver that exploits the structure introduced by the outer code and the space-time constellation, one might choose to separate the demapping and the decoding process [14]; see Figure 3.2. However, coarsely separating the demapping and the decoding can result in a significant degradation in performance [5]. To mitigate this degradation in performance, one might choose to allow the demapper and the decoder to iteratively exchange "soft" information in an attempt to approximate the optimal bit-wise decoder while maintaining reasonable complexity [15, 44]; see Figure 3.3. The demapper and the decoder exchange "soft" information in the form of \textit{a priori} probabilities for several iterations then the final bit values are then generated by performing a hard decision of the "soft" output of the decoder. This
scheme is referred to as bit-interleaved coded modulation with iterative demapping and decoding (BICM-IDD), and the generic form of a BICM-IDD scheme for a MIMO system is shown in Figure 3.3. In the next section, the principles of the operation of a BICM-IDD scheme for this generic MIMO system will be described. The particular example of a BICM-IDD scheme for a coherent MIMO system with V-BLAST signalling developed in [16] will be considered in Section 3.3.

3.2 Principles of BICM-IDD Scheme

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the basic framework of a BICM-IDD scheme consists of inner and outer phases. These phases are separated by an interleaver, and are implemented sequentially at the transmitter and iteratively at the receiver [14-16]. The outer phase consists of a binary encoder and its corresponding soft-input soft-output decoder, while the inner phase consists of a constellation mapper at the transmitter that maps blocks of \( n \) bits to points on a constellation of size \( 2^n \) and a demapper at the receiver that computes the “soft” information of each bit given the received signal [44]. The principles of the transmitter and receiver in the BICM-IDD scheme will be described for a MIMO system in the following sections.
3.2.1 Transmitter

As shown in Figure 3.3, the information bits are passed into an outer encoder (e.g., convolutional or turbo encoder) which will introduce a structure that correlates the coded bits. The coded bits are then scrambled by a pseudo-random interleaver resulting in an interleaved codeword \( \mathbf{x} \). The binary elements of \( \mathbf{x} \) are then divided into \( B \) sequences of \( n \) bits, where each sequence \( x^{(b)} \) will be transmitted in one channel use. The interleaver scrambles the bits, so that the \( n \) bits in each sequence \( x^{(b)} \) can be considered approximately independent. Each sequence \( x^{(b)} \) will then be mapped onto a space-time matrix symbol \( S^{(b)} \) from a constellation set of size \( 2^n \).\(^1\) This matrix can be written as

\[
S^{(b)} = \mathcal{M}(x^{(b)}),
\]

\(^1\)We will concentrate on systems in which the outer code produces codewords of length \( Bn \), for some integer \( B \).
where $\mathcal{M}(\mathbf{x}(b))$ denotes the mapping of the $n$-bit $\mathbf{x}(b)$ sequence onto the matrix symbol $S(b)$ from the space-time constellation $\mathcal{C}$.

The space-time symbol $S(b)$ chosen by the block of interleaved coded bits $\mathbf{x}(b)$ are then transmitted through a multiple antenna channel. We consider a multiple antenna system with $M$ transmit antennas and $N$ receive antennas. The received $N \times T$ matrix $Y$ can be written as

$$Y = HS + V,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $H$ is the $N \times M$ channel matrix, $S$ is the $M \times T$ transmitted matrix, $V$ is the $N \times T$ additive noise matrix, and $T$ is the signalling block length which is chosen to be no greater than coherence time $T_c$ of the block-fading channel.

### 3.2.2 Receiver

In order to recover the transmitted signal in an optimum fashion, the receiver would have to jointly compute the likelihood of each bit given all the received blocks $[Y(1), Y(2), \ldots, Y(B)]$ and the outer code constraints [16]. In schemes that operate at rates close to the ergodic capacity of the channel, the blocks of data are usually rather long, rendering optimal joint demapping/decoding computationally infeasible. An alternative sub-optimal approach is through the iterative exchange of soft information between the demapper and the decoder [16].

In the iterative demapping and decoding technique, the demapper and decoder are considered as separate entities, with each using soft information from the other as a priori information. The principles of the iterative demapping and decoding algorithm in Figure 3.4 can be described as follows. The demapper observes the received signal $Y$ and the a priori soft information $L_{A_i}$ from the decoder. (The soft information will be formally defined below.) The demapper computes the soft information $L_{D_i}$ for each coded bit $x_k^{(b)}$ given the channel observation $Y(b)$, where the $k^{th}$ bit in $\mathbf{x}(b)$
Figure 3.4: The receiver of the BICM-IDD scheme for a MIMO communication system.

is denoted by $x_k^{(b)}$. In order to avoid re-enforcing the existing soft information in the iterative exchange of soft information between the demapper and the decoder, only the extrinsic information is exchanged. The extrinsic information $L_{E1}$ is obtained by separating the a priori soft information from the demapper's output $L_{D1}$. The extrinsic information $L_{E1}$ is deinterleaved to become the a priori soft input $L_{A2}$ to the decoder. The soft-in/soft-out decoder exploits the structure of the code and uses $L_{A2}$ and all the received blocks $[Y^{(1)}, Y^{(2)}, ..., Y^{(B)}]$ to compute the a posteriori probability for each bit which will be used to compute the decoder's soft output $L_{D2}$. The soft information $L_{D2}$ is separated from the a priori information $L_{A2}$ resulting in the extrinsic information $L_{E2}$. The extrinsic information $L_{E2}$ is then interleaved and will act as the a priori information $L_{A1}$ for the demapper; completing an iteration. The demapper and decoder can continue to exchange information in an iterative fashion improving the performance of the system [16].

A convenient representation of the soft information is in the form of log-likelihood
ratios (L-values) [44]. The L-value for a given bit $x_k^{(b)}$ can be written as

$$L_{A_1}(x_k^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{P(x_k^{(b)} = +1)}{P(x_k^{(b)} = -1)}. \quad (3.3)$$

L-values are convenient for iterative decoding since they only require simple subtraction to separate the soft information generated by the demapper or decoder $L_D$ from the a priori information $L_A$ resulting in the extrinsic information $L_E = L_D - L_A$, [44].

Maximizing the a posteriori probability $P(x_k^{(b)} = +1|Y^{(b)})$ for each bit in the receiver minimizes the chance of having an error in this certain bit. For a received channel observation $Y^{(b)}$, the a posteriori L-value for the $k^{th}$ bit in the $b^{th}$ block $x_k^{(b)}$ given the received block $Y^{(b)}$ is

$$L_D(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{P(x_k^{(b)} = +1|Y^{(b)})}{P(x_k^{(b)} = -1|Y^{(b)})}, \quad \forall k = 1, 2, ..., n. \quad (3.4)$$

Using Bayes’ rule the a posteriori L-value in equation (3.4) can be written as [16]

$$L_D(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{p(Y^{(b)}|x_k = +1)P(x_k = +1)}{p(Y^{(b)}|x_k = -1)P(x_k = -1)}. \quad (3.5)$$

Define the set $Z_{k, +1}$ to be the set of symbols $S^{(b)}$, where the $k^{th}$ bit in the label $x^{(b)}$ of these set of symbols is $+1$. That is,

$$Z_{k, +1} = \{S^{(b)}|x_k = [M^{-1}(S^{(b)})]_k = \pm 1, S^{(b)} \in C\}, \quad (3.6)$$

where $[\cdot]_k$ denotes the $k^{th}$ element of the vector. Using (3.6), the a posteriori soft information $L_D(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)})$ can be expressed as

$$L_D(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) = \ln \sum_{S^{(b)} \in Z_{k, +1}} \frac{p(Y^{(b)}|S^{(b)})P(S^{(b)})}{\sum_{S^{(b)} \in Z_{k, -1}} p(Y^{(b)}|S^{(b)})P(S^{(b)})}, \quad (3.7)$$

where $p(Y^{(b)}|S^{(b)})$ is the likelihood of the received signal given a transmitted matrix. If the interleaver in the BICM-IDD scheme is well designed and the block length of the outer code $x$ is long (typical lengths range from 2000 [22] to 10000 [16]), the
n bits in a given block \( x^{(b)} \) are approximately independent. Thus, \( P(S^{(b)}) \) can be approximated by

\[
P(S^{(b)}) \approx \prod_{k=1}^{n} P(x_k = [M^{-1}(S^{(b)})]_k).
\]

(3.8)

In the first iteration of the iterative demapping and decoding scheme, it is assumed that the bits are equiprobable and hence the \( P(S^{(b)}) = 1/2^n \); i.e., the a priori information \( L_{A_1} \) in the first iteration is set to be the all zero vector. In the subsequent iterations, the a priori soft information \( L_{A_1} \) is the interleaved extrinsic soft information generated by the outer decoder in the previous iteration; namely \( L_{E_2} \). In the next section, we will illustrate the principles of BICM-IDD for a coherent MIMO system with V-BLAST signalling.

### 3.3 Example: BICM-IDD for a Coherent MIMO System with V-BLAST Signalling

In this section, we will describe a simple technique to communicate over a MIMO channel, namely V-BLAST (Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time Architecture). V-BLAST systems attempt to exploit the multiple paths inherent in the MIMO system in order to operate at high data rates. The V-BLAST system transmits a vector of symbols given by the \( M \times 1 \) vector \( s \) whose entries are chosen from an integer constellation \( C \) (e.g. PSK, QAM). The V-BLAST system assumes that the receiver has access to perfect CSI and that the time dimension of the space-time block code is equal to 1. We consider a system with \( M \) transmit antennas and \( N \) receive antennas over a richly-scattered flat fading channel, where \( N \geq M \). The received channel symbols \( N \times 1 \) vector \( y \) can be written as

\[
y = Hs + \sqrt{\frac{M}{\rho}} v,
\]

(3.9)
where $H$ is the $N \times M$ channel matrix, $v$ is the $N \times 1$ vector representing the additive noise whose entries are drawn independently from the standard complex Gaussian distribution $CN(0, 1)$ and $\rho$ is the signal to noise ratio.

In the constellation mapper, the $n$-bit vector $x^{(b)}$ that is to be mapped to a space-time symbol is divided into $M$ sequences of $\ell$ bits $x_i^{(b)}$, where each $x_i^{(b)}$ will be mapped onto a scalar symbol $s_i^{(b)}$ from a standard integer constellation. The vector of transmitted symbols that corresponds to the $b^{th}$ block of $M\ell$ bits in $x$ can be written as

$$s^{(b)} = \mathcal{M}(x^{(b)}) = [s_1^{(b)}, s_2^{(b)}, ..., s_M^{(b)}]^T = [\mathcal{M}_1(x_1^{(b)}), \mathcal{M}_2(x_2^{(b)}), ..., \mathcal{M}_M(x_M^{(b)})]^T,$$

(3.10)

where $(\cdot)^T$ is the transpose of the vector and $\mathcal{M}_i(x_i^{(b)})$ denotes the mapping of the $\ell$-bit $x_i^{(b)}$ sequence onto a single point on the constellation $C$.

There are different techniques to map a sequence of bits onto a constellation. Two well known techniques are set partitioning and Gray labeling. Set partitioning was introduced in [45] for trellis coded modulation. Set partitioning assigns bits based on the successive partitioning of the constellation into subsets with increasing minimum Euclidean distance [14]. An example of a 16-QAM set-partitioned constellation is shown in Figure 3.5(a). An alternative mapping technique is Gray labeling. Gray labeling maps the bits onto the constellation $C$ such that for each constellation point which lies at the minimum Euclidean distance from any point on the constellation, its label $x_i^{(b)}$ differs by only one bit from the label of this point. This can be easily observed from Figure 3.5(b), which is a Gray labeled 16-QAM constellation.

The vector of constellation symbols $s^{(b)}$ indexed by the interleaved coded bits in the block $x^{(b)}$ are then transmitted through a multiple antenna channel (3.9), which transmits $M$ constellation symbols for each channel use. In the BICM scheme, if the outer code rate is $R$ then the communication data rate is given by $RM\ell$ bits per channel use.
At the receiver, the iterative demapping and decoding scheme described in Section 3.2.2 is applied. Assuming the channel model in (3.9), the a posteriori soft information in (3.7) can be expressed as

\[
L_D(x_k^{(b)} | y^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{\sum_{s^{(b)} \in S_{k-1}} p(y^{(b)} | s^{(b)}) P(s^{(b)})}{\sum_{s^{(b)} \in S_{k-1}} p(y^{(b)} | s^{(b)}) P(s^{(b)})}, \tag{3.11}
\]

where the likelihood of the received signal given a transmitted matrix is given by

\[
p(y^{(b)} | s^{(b)}) = \frac{\exp\left(-\frac{\rho}{2M} \| y^{(b)} - HS^{(b)} \|^2 \right)}{(2\pi M/\rho)^N}, \tag{3.12}
\]

and the a priori soft information from the decoder can be approximated by

\[
P(s^{(b)}) \approx \prod_{k=1}^{M} P(x_k = [M_1^{-1}(s_1^{(b)}), M_2^{-1}(s_2^{(b)}), \ldots, M_M^{-1}(s_M^{(b)})]_k). \tag{3.13}
\]

As can be seen from (3.11), the cost of computing the APP for each bit grows exponentially in the number of bits per block. The number of bits per block is
the product of the number of symbols per block, \( M \), and the number of bits per symbol, \( \ell \). This can be a severe computational burden on the demapper and hence exact MAP demapping is computationally infeasible, especially for systems with a large constellation size [16]. To alleviate the complexity burden that is generated by performing an exhaustive search on all the combinations of symbols of a constellation, one may choose to perform such computations on only a subset of those symbols. Such a technique was suggested in [16], where a list sphere demapper generates a list of constellation symbol blocks of predetermined size, \( N_{\text{cand}} \), for each transmitted block of symbols \( s^{(b)} \). There is a tradeoff between the size of the list and the reliability of the detection. A larger list results in a more reliable system, but also incurs increased computational complexity. It was suggested in [16] that the number of candidate symbol blocks \( N_{\text{cand}} \) in the list should be as large as possible while having acceptable complexity. This list-based technique will provide some of the motivation for the development of a list-based demapper for the non-coherent MIMO system in Section 5.3.1.

In this chapter, the iterative demapping and decoding scheme for BICM was described and particular attention was given to the MIMO demapper. The next chapter will focus on the outer error control code and its soft in/soft out decoding algorithm which will be used to generate the \textit{a posteriori} soft information \( L_{D_2} \) in the BICM-IDD scheme.
Chapter 4

Turbo Codes

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the principles of the BICM-IDD scheme were described. The aim of this scheme is to offer reliable communication at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of the channel \[15, 16\]. Within the building blocks of this scheme, there is an outer error-control encoder and its corresponding soft decoder that allow the BICM-IDD scheme to communicate reliably near the capacity limit. These error-control codes introduce a structure between the transmitted bits by adding additional redundancy bits to the source bits. The channel encoder constrains the bit sequence so that only a strict subset of all possible sequences can be transmitted. This structure can then be exploited by the receiver to improve the performance of the communication system by mitigating the effects of noise and channel variations.

A class of highly effective codes can be generated by concatenating simple convolutional codes. Such codes are referred to as turbo codes \[38\]. The power of turbo coding lies in its low-complexity "turbo-like" decoding technique, in which each constituent concatenated code is decoded separately and soft information is exchanged iteratively between the respective decoders. The BICM-IDD scheme described in
Section 3.2.2 also uses this “turbo” technique to iteratively exchange soft information between the demapper and the decoder.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed description of turbo codes and their building blocks. Turbo codes can be implemented through the parallel concatenation of recursive systematic constituent convolutional encoders and we will focus on this case. Section 4.2 will describe recursive systematic convolutional codes. Section 4.3 will describe the structure of the turbo encoder, while Section 4.4 will discuss the iterative soft-input/soft-output decoding technique for turbo codes. Section 4.4.2 will describe the computation of the \textit{a posteriori} soft information $L_{D_2}$ in the BICM-IDD scheme.

\section{Convolutional Codes}

A convolutional encoder is a finite memory shift register system in which a continuous stream of data bits are input into its shift register and a stream of output coded bits is generated. The coded bits contain additional redundancy bits that act as parity check bits at the receiver. Convolutional encoders can be categorized as being either systematic or non-systematic; a systematic encoder is an encoder in which the input
Figure 4.2: State transition diagram of the rate 1/2 recursive systematic encoder shown in Figure 4.1(b). The dashed line represents an input bit “0” while the solid line represents an input bit “1”.

data bits appear unchanged in the coded output bits; see Figure 4.1. Convolutional encoders can also be categorized as being either recursive or non-recursive, a recursive encoder is an encoder where at least one feedback loop appears between the blocks of the shift register, as shown in Figure 4.1.

The content of the shift register of a convolutional encoder at a given time is called the current state $s$. Each convolutional code can be represented by a state transition diagram that displays all the transitions between the states based on the input of the encoder. The state transition diagram of the rate 1/2 recursive systematic convolutional code in Figure 4.1(b) is shown in Figure 4.2. The state transitions are labeled with the (input/output) pairs of the encoder. An alternative beneficial representation is the trellis diagram, which represents all the possible state progressions as time passes; see Figure 4.3. Each path on the trellis represents a unique input sequence $[d_1, d_2, ..., d_L]$, where $L$ is the length of the input data block. Trellis diagrams usually start from the all zero state and end at the same state. In order to terminate the trellis of a non-recursive convolutional code at the all zero
Figure 4.3: Trellis diagram of the rate 1/2 recursive systematic encoder shown in Figure 4.1(b).

state, a block of zeros are inserted into the shift register after the data block. The length of this block is equal to the number of memory blocks $\nu$ in the shift register. However, this is not the case with recursive convolutional codes which can be rather difficult to terminate at the all zero state.

4.3 Turbo Encoder

The first turbo encoder introduced in [38] consisted of two recursive systematic binary convolutional codes concatenated in parallel, separated by an interleaver that scrambles the bits in a pseudo-random fashion. An example of a rate 1/3 recursive systematic turbo code is illustrated in Figure 4.4, where the two rate 1/2 constituent codes are shown in Figure 4.1(b). In this scheme, the input data bits are passed into the first constituent code, which generates a systematic codeword in the form $[d, x_1]$, where $d$ represents the input data bits, and $x_1$ are the parity check bits from the first constituent convolutional code. The input data bits are then interleaved and passed into the second constituent convolutional code, which generates the second
set of parity check bits, $x_2$. Thus the output of the turbo encoder can be written in the form of $[d, x_1, x_2]$.

The choice of the interleaver in the turbo encoder has a strong influence on the performance of the turbo coded system, particularly when the block length is short, for example of length less than 1000, [46]. The commonly used pseudo-random interleaver can perform poorly for such short blocks. Several deterministic approaches have been proposed in [46–48] that generate interleavers that significantly outperform pseudo-random interleavers. For longer block lengths, it was shown in [48] that pseudo-random interleavers provide excellent performance with high probability. In fact, it was shown that deterministic approaches in [46–48] perform only as well as the average performance of a set of pseudo-random interleavers. In this thesis, a long block length of 8000 data bits was considered. Therefore for simplicity, a set of 10 (different) pseudo-random interleavers were examined via simulations, and the interleaver with the best performance was chosen.

Figure 4.4: A rate 1/3 recursive systematic turbo code.
Since it is usually desirable to increase the data rate of communication systems, one way is by increasing the data rate of the turbo encoder. However, increasing the data rate of turbo codes decreases the number of parity check bits which will often result in a weaker structure between the encoded bits. A common technique to increase the rate of the turbo code is through puncturing. Puncturing discards a fraction of the parity check bits according to a certain pattern; e.g., the rate 1/3 turbo code shown in Figure 4.4 can be punctured by alternately discarding the parity check bits generated by one of the constituent codes for each data bit to produce a rate 1/2 turbo code. In the next section, the turbo decoding technique will be described.

4.4 Decoding Turbo Codes

In order to operate at rates close to the capacity limit using turbo codes, the data blocks are usually rather long (typical lengths range from 3500 [20] to 65536 [38]). Applying joint optimum decoding to turbo codes is prohibitively complex [4]. As an alternative, the turbo decoder attempts to approximate the optimum decoder by decoding each constituent code separately while iteratively exchanging soft information between the decoding blocks; see Figure 4.5.

As shown in Figure 4.5, the decoder of the first constituent code, DEC1, uses the channel observations of the systematic component and the output of the first constituent code \( [y_d, y_1] \) and \textit{a priori} information from the decoder of the second constituent code, DEC2, namely \( L_{P_1} \), to compute the \textit{a posteriori} soft information about each bit given the received observation \( L_{U_1} \). Similarly, DEC2 uses the \textit{a priori} soft information from DEC1, namely \( L_{P_2} \), and the channel observations of the interleaved systematic component and the output of the second constituent code, namely \( \pi(y_d), y_2 \), to compute the \textit{a posteriori} soft information \( L_{U_2} \).
Within each decoding block, a soft input/soft output algorithm is needed to decode the received signal by exploiting the structure introduced by the corresponding component of the encoder. A well known technique that minimizes the bit error probability of each constituent code is the BCJR algorithm [39]. The BCJR algorithm computes the *a posteriori* probability (APP) for each bit using the structure of the constituent code. This soft APP information generated by the BCJR algorithm is then iteratively exchanged between the constituent decoding blocks to provide an efficient decoding technique for turbo codes.

### 4.4.1 The BCJR Algorithm

The BCJR algorithm was developed by Bahl et al. [39] to provide a decoding technique for convolutional codes that minimizes the bit error probability by maximizing the APP for each bit. A simple way to describe this algorithm is by looking at the trellis of the constituent code, which consists of branches that represents the allowable state transitions provided by the code as time progress. Let us consider the rate 1/2
recursive systematic convolutional code shown in Figure 4.1(b), and its trellis in Figure 4.3. The input bits to the constituent encoder are denoted by \( d_{t}^{L} = [d_1, d_2, ..., d_L] \), where \( L \) is the length of the input block. Each input bit \( d_t \) is associated with a transition between the states \( S_{t-1} \) and \( S_t \), where \( S_t \) is the encoder state at time \( t \). The total number of states is \( 2^{\nu} \), where \( \nu \) represents the code memory. The encoder’s output symbol for each input bit \( d_t \) is denoted by \( x_t = (x_t^{(1)}, x_t^{(2)}) \), where \( t = 1, 2, ..., L \), and since the convolution encoder is systematic \( x_t^{(1)} = d_t \). Let us denote the channel observation symbol by \( y_{t}^{L} = [y_1, y_2, ..., y_L] \), where \( y_t = (y_t^{(1)}, y_t^{(2)}) \).

The APP for each bit can be easily computed if the \textit{a posteriori} transition probability for all state transitions in the trellis are known. The \textit{a posteriori} transition probability between states \( s' \) and \( s \) at time \( t \) is given by [39]

\[
P(S_{t-1} = s', S_t = s | y_{t}^{L}) = \frac{P(S_{t-1} = s', S_t = s, y_{t}^{L})}{P(y_{t}^{L})}.
\]  

(4.1)

Since convolutional codes with i.i.d inputs can be viewed as a discrete-time finite-state Markov chain [4], if \( S_t \) is known, events occurring after time \( t \) do not depend on \( y_t \) [39]. The numerator in (4.1) can therefore be written as,

\[
\sigma_t(s', s) = P(S_{t-1} = s', y_{t-1}^{t-1})P(S_t = s, y_t | S_{t-1} = s')P(y_{t+1}^{L} | S_t = s)
\]

\[
= \alpha_{t-1}(s') \gamma_t(s', s) \beta_t(s),
\]  

(4.2)

where \( \alpha_t(s) = p(S_t = s, y_{t}^{t}) \), \( \beta_t(s) = p(y_{t+1}^{L} | S_t = s) \) and \( \gamma_t(s', s) = p(S_t = s, y_t | S_{t-1} = s') \). As shown in equation (4.2), the BCJR algorithm decomposes the \textit{a posteriori} probability into three factors: \( \alpha_{t-1}(s') \) which depends on the past observations; \( \beta_t(s) \) which depends on the future observations; and \( \gamma_t(s', s) \) which depends on the present observation; see Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: BCJR algorithm examines the trellis transitions between states at time $t$.

The probability $\alpha_t(s)$ can be computed recursively as shown in [39],

$$\alpha_t(s) = \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} p(S_{t-1} = s', S_t = s, y_1^t)$$

$$= \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} p(S_{t-1} = s', y_1^{t-1})p(S_t = s, y_t|S_{t-1} = s')$$

$$= \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} \alpha_{t-1}(s')\gamma_t(s', s). \quad (4.3)$$

Similarly, the probability $\beta_t(s)$ can also be computed in a recursive fashion,

$$\beta_t(s) = \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} p(S_{t+1} = s', y_{t+1}^L|S_t = s),$$

$$= \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} p(S_{t+1} = s', y_{t+1}|S_t = s)p(y_{t+2}^L|S_{t+1} = s')$$

$$= \sum_{s'=0}^{2^\nu-1} \beta_{t+1}(s')\gamma_{t+1}(s, s'). \quad (4.4)$$
The recursive fashion in which the probabilities $\alpha_t(s)$ and $\beta_t(s)$ are generated can be described by a two-way propagation through the trellis, a forward propagation to compute $\alpha_t(s)$ and a backward propagation to compute $\beta_t(s)$. Since convolutional codes start from the all zero state and usually terminate at the all zero state, in this case the boundary conditions for the generation of $\alpha_t(s)$ and $\beta_t(s)$ can be represented by [39]

\begin{align*}
\alpha_0(0) &= 1, & \alpha_0(s) &= 0, & \forall s = 1, \ldots, 2^\nu - 1, \\
\beta_{L+\nu}(0) &= 1, & \beta_{L+\nu}(s) &= 1, & \forall s = 1, \ldots, 2^\nu - 1,
\end{align*}

Unlike non-recursive convolutional codes, for which padding $\nu$ zeros is sufficient to put the encoder in the all zero state, it can be rather difficult to put the encoder of a recursive code to the all zero state at a given time. An alternative initialization of the backward boundary condition of "unterminated" recursive convolutional codes was suggested in [38]. This boundary condition is based on the fact that the trellis can terminate in any state with equal probability since the data input bits are independent and equally probably. Therefore, the backward boundary condition can be given by [38],

$$
\beta_L(s) = \frac{1}{L}, \quad \forall s = 0, \ldots, 2^\nu - 1. \quad (4.7)
$$

Each branch in the trellis is associated with a certain probability $\gamma_t(s', s)$ that describes the transition probability between states $s'$ and $s$ at a given time $t$. This can be written as

$$
\gamma_t(s', s) = p(y_t|S_{t-1} = s', S_t = s)P(S_t = s|S_{t-1} = s'). \quad (4.8)
$$

The probability $p(y_t|S_{t-1} = s', S_t = s)$ is the transition probability associated with the channel. Assuming that the transition between $s'$ and $s$ exists, the probability $P(S_t = s|S_{t-1} = s')$ describes the probability of the encoder input bits. Generally, the input bits of the encoder are equally likely, i.e., $P(d_t = 0) = P(d_t = 1) = 1/2$. 
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However, in turbo decoding, where \textit{a priori} information is exchanged between the BCJR decoding blocks, it will be shown in Section 4.4.2 that \( P(S_t = s | S_{t-1} = s') \) represents the \textit{a priori} information from the other constituent BCJR decoder.

In order to minimize the bit error probability, the decoder has to find the most likely coded bit \( x_t^{(i)} \) given the received sequence \( y_t^T \). Using (4.1) and (4.2), the APP of each bit is given by [39],

\[
P(x_t^{(i)} = 0 | y_t^T) = \frac{\sum_{(s', s) \in Q_{t,0}^{(i)}} \sigma_t(s', s)}{p(y_t^T)},
\]

\[
= \frac{\sum_{(s', s) \in Q_{t,0}^{(i)}} \alpha_{t-1}(s') \gamma_t(s', s) \beta_t(s)}{p(y_t^T)},
\]

where \( Q_{t,0}^{(i)} \) is the set of transitions between \( S_{t-1} = s' \) and \( S_t = s \) such that the \( i \)th encoder output bit \( x_t^{(i)} \) that labels any transition in the set is equal to 0.

In order to complete the decoding operation of a convolutional code, a hard decision would be performed on the APP probability. That is, if \( P(x_t^{(i)} = 0 | y_t^T) \) is greater than 0.5 then \( x_t^{(i)} = 0 \), otherwise \( x_t^{(i)} = 1 \). However, as mentioned in Section 4.4, in order to decode turbo codes, the constituent decoders exchange soft information in an iterative fashion to approximate the optimal joint decoder. Therefore, this hard decision is performed only after a number of iterations between the constituent decoders. In the next section, we will describe the turbo decoding process using the BCJR algorithm.

### 4.4.2 Turbo Decoding using the BCJR algorithm

In order to perform turbo decoding, soft information is iteratively exchanged between the constituent decoding blocks, as shown in Figure 4.5. Thus, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, it is convenient to express this soft information in the form of log likelihood ratios (L-values) [44]. Using (4.9), the L-value representing the APP for each coded
bit generated by one constituent BCJR algorithm can be written as [38],

\[
L_C(x_t^{(i)} | y_1^L) = \ln \frac{P(x_t^{(i)} = 1 | y_1^L)}{P(x_t^{(i)} = 0 | y_1^L)}
\]

\[
= \ln \frac{\sum_{(s',s) \in Q_{t,1}^{(i)}} \sigma_t(s', s)}{\sum_{(s',s) \in Q_{t,0}^{(i)}} \sigma_t(s', s)}
\]

\[
= \ln \frac{\sum_{(s',s) \in Q_{t,1}^{(i)}} \alpha_{t-1}(s') \gamma_t(s', s) \beta_t(s)}{\sum_{(s',s) \in Q_{t,0}^{(i)}} \alpha_{t-1}(s') \gamma_t(s', s) \beta_t(s)}.
\]

In order to compute equation (4.11), the BCJR uses the channel observations and the a priori information from the other constituent decoder to compute the branch transition probability \( \gamma_t(s', s) \) in (4.11). In the first iteration, the bits are assumed to be equally likely; i.e., the a priori soft information \( L_{P_1} \) is set to equal the all zero vector. Due to the structure of the turbo encoder in Figure 4.4, only a subset of the APP soft information in \( L_C \) is beneficial to the other decoder; namely the APP soft information for the information bits in the code. Since the information bits of a systematic code appear unchanged in the sequence of output coded bits, the APP soft information of the systematic bits consists of the entries in \( L_C \) that corresponds to those bits.

The iterative exchange of soft information shown in Figure 4.5 can be described as follows. After Decoder1 (DEC1) computes the APP for the coded bits \( L_{C_1} \) using the BCJR algorithm as shown in (4.11), DEC1 selects the entries that corresponds to the systematic bits \( L_{U_1} \). The a priori soft information \( L_{P_1} \) is subtracted from the systematic APP soft information \( L_{U_1} \), generating the extrinsic soft information \( L_{X_1} \). The extrinsic information \( L_{X_1} \) is interleaved generating the a priori soft information \( L_{P_2} \) for Decoder2 (DEC2). Similarly, DEC2 generates the extrinsic soft information for the systematic bits \( L_{X_2} \), which is deinterleaved to become the a priori soft information \( L_{P_1} \) for DEC1; completing an iteration. The extrinsic uncoded soft information is then exchanged iteratively between the constituent decoders to improve
the performance of the decoding process. After a certain number of iterations, a hard decision is performed on the deinterleaved L-value representing the uncoded APP soft information of DEC2, namely \( \pi^{-1}(L_{U_2}) \), to obtain the decoded output \( \hat{d}_1^L \) as shown in Figure 4.5.

However, in the BICM-IDD scheme described in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 3.3, soft information is also exchanged between the demapper and the decoder to improve the performance of the detection process. The iterations between the demapper and the decoder can be viewed as the outer iteration while the iterations between the constituent decoders in turbo decoding can be viewed as the inner iterations. That is, during each demapper to decoder iteration, the constituent decoders exchange soft information for several iterations. Unlike turbo decoding in which only the systematic APP soft information is exchanged between the decoding blocks, the exchange of soft information between the demapper and the decoder in the BICM-IDD scheme requires the APP soft information of the parity bits as well. In other words, the APP soft information \( \pi^{-1}(L_{U_2}) \) which represents the systematic bits are combined with entries from the APP soft information \( L_{C_1} \) and \( L_{C_2} \) that corresponds to the coded bits \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) respectively to obtain the APP soft information \( L_{D_2} \) for all bits. That is, \( L_{D_2} \) is of the form \( [\pi^{-1}(L_{U_2}), L_{C_1,j}, L_{C_2,k}] \), where \( j \) and \( k \) represent the indices of the entries in \( L_{C_1} \) and \( L_{C_2} \) that corresponds to the bit positions of the coded bits \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), respectively. The decoder’s APP soft information \( L_{D_2} \) is then exchanged iteratively with the demapper’s APP soft information \( L_{D_1} \) as described in Section 3.2.2; see Figure 3.3.

This chapter provided an overview of turbo codes and their BCJR soft iterative decoding technique, which can be used as the outer phase of the BICM-IDD scheme. In the next chapter, we will use the principles of BICM-IDD and non-coherent MIMO systems to build a high performance non-coherent MIMO communication scheme.
Chapter 5

BICM Scheme for Non-Coherent MIMO Communication Systems

5.1 Introduction

The focus of this thesis is to develop a computationally-efficient communication scheme that, at high SNRs, provides low error rates at data rates close to the ergodic capacity of the non-coherent MIMO channel. One way to construct such a scheme is by applying the principles of BICM with iterative demapping and decoding (IDD) to the non-coherent multiple antenna channel. In the previous chapters, the building blocks of such a system were addressed. Chapter 2 discussed the properties of non-coherent multiple antenna channels. Chapter 3 described the principles of the BICM-IDD scheme, while Chapter 4 described turbo coding and the corresponding iterative soft decoder that can be used as the outer error-control code in the BICM-IDD scheme.

In this chapter, these principles will be combined to construct a BICM-IDD scheme for the non-coherent MIMO channel. A block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. We will discuss the challenges that were encountered in the
construction of this scheme and we will describe the methods by which they were overcome. The main contributions of this work lie in the non-coherent constellation mapper and the corresponding non-coherent MIMO demapper. The next section, will describe the unitary constellation mapper. Section 5.3 will describe the iterative demapping and decoding technique for the non-coherent BICM-IDD scheme, which will give rise to a computationally efficient list-based demapper. In addition, a technique to incorporate the decoder's information into the demapper's list construction technique will be proposed, and its significant improvement in performance will be demonstrated. In Section 5.4, several parameters that affect the performance of the BICM-IDD scheme will be addressed. Finally, in Section 5.5 the proposed scheme will be compared to an alternative training-based scheme for the non-coherent MIMO channel.
5.2 Non-coherent MIMO Mapper

The non-coherent MIMO mapper maps consecutive blocks of $n$ bits from the block of interleaved coded bits $x$ onto a space-time constellation point. As described in Section 2.1, at high SNRs the non-coherent capacity achieving channel symbols are in the form of isotopically distributed unitary matrices $Q_X$. The information is conveyed in the subspace spanned by each matrix $Q_X$ and each subspace can be represented as a "constellation" point on a compact Grassmann manifold [12]. Before being able to map the interleaved coded bits $x$ onto constellation points, the first challenge is to design a constellation that mimics the capacity achieving distribution. As discussed in Section 2.3, a constellation of isotropically distributed unitary matrices $Q_X$ can be directly generated by maximizing the mutual distances between the subspaces spanned by all the matrices $Q_X$ in the constellation. Unfortunately, the complexity of this direct approach increases rapidly as the size of the constellation grows. An alternative greedy technique was developed [27]. This greedy algorithm recursively adds one constellation matrix $Q_X$ that essentially maximizes the minimum of the distances to all the subspaces spanned by the matrices that are already in the constellation.

After generating a constellation of size $2^n$ using the greedy algorithm, the second challenge lies in finding a technique to map consecutive blocks of $n$ (interleaved) coded bits to points in the Grassmannian constellation. If we let $x_b$ denote the $b^{th}$ length-$n$ block of $x$ in Figure 5.1, the mapping will be denoted by $Q_X^{(b)} = M(x_b)$, where $Q_X^{(b)}$ is the $b^{th}$ transmitted unitary matrix and $M(\cdot)$ is the mapping function for a length-$n$ vector of bits onto a unitary matrix in the constellation.

In the case of coherent MIMO communication systems, in which a standard constellation is usually used, several numerically optimized mappings have recently been proposed [23, 49, 50]. However, due to the Grassmannian geometry of the proposed non-coherent MIMO scheme, and the imperfections in the constellation generated by
the greedy algorithm, there is no conventional technique to label the points in the Grassmannian constellation. In [23] a labelling technique was proposed in which a cost function based on the Chernoff bound of the pairwise error probability is minimized. The numerically optimized mapping performs well in the case of differential schemes, in which the channel variations between two consecutive blocks can be considered negligible. However, in the considered block-fading model this optimized mapping does not show any improvement in performance over pseudo-random mapping [23].

In this thesis, a simple mapping technique that incorporates the structure of the Grassmannian constellation is proposed. It was shown in Section 2.3 that for the case where the coherence time is equal to twice the number of transmitters (i.e., \( T = 2M \)), the Grassmannian constellation consists of pairs of maximally separated points; i.e. the maximum distance is between the subspace spanned by each \( Q_X \) and its orthogonal complement \( Q_X^\perp \). Therefore, the proposed mapping technique will partition the constellation so that constellation pairs that are separated by the maximum chordal Frobenius distance have the minimum Hamming distance in their label; i.e., their labels have Hamming distance 1. We partition the \( 2^n \) point constellation into two subsets of size \( 2^{n-1} \) with one element of each maximally separated pair in each subset. The first \( n - 1 \) bits in \( x_b \) are mapped pseudo-randomly to the \( 2^{n-1} \) maximally separated constellation pairs and then the remaining bit in \( x_b \) is used to select one element of the chosen pair (a certain subset). In this thesis, a set of 10 (different) pseudo-random mappings were examined via simulations, and the mapping with the best performance was chosen. The geometry of the imperfect Grassmannian lattices generated by the greedy constellation design technique in Section 2.3 has restricted the sophistication of the proposed mapping technique, but the simulation results in Section 5.5 suggest that in spite of its simplicity, the proposed mapper provides good performance.
5.3 Iterative Demapping and Decoding for Non-Coherent Systems

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the iterative demapping and decoding process in a BICM-IDD scheme is a sequential process in which the “extrinsic” soft information from the previous decoder iteration is used by the demapper to extract soft information from each channel use. The “extrinsic” component of this information is subsequently passed to the decoder for its next iteration. If we let $x_{k}^{(b)}$ denote the $k^{th}$ element of $x_{b}$, the $b^{th}$ length-$n$ block of $x$ in Figure 5.1, then the demapper’s role is to compute the a posteriori $L$-value of $x_{k}^{(b)}$ conditioned on the received matrix $Y^{(b)}$ for $k = 1, 2, ..., n$. That is, the demapper computes

$$L_{D_{1}}(x_{k}^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{P(x_{k}^{(b)} = +1|Y^{(b)})}{P(x_{k}^{(b)} = -1|Y^{(b)})}. \quad (5.1)$$

The computation of the $L$-value in (5.1) can be simplified by using Bayes rule,

$$L_{D_{1}}(x_{k}^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) = \ln \frac{\sum_{Q_{X} \in \mathcal{X}_{k,+1}} p(Y^{(b)}|Q_{X})P(Q_{X})}{\sum_{Q_{X} \in \mathcal{X}_{k,-1}} p(Y^{(b)}|Q_{X})P(Q_{X})}, \quad (5.2)$$

where $\mathcal{X}_{k,\pm 1}$ is the set of all matrices $Q_{X}$ in the constellation having $x_{k} = \pm 1$. That is,

$$\mathcal{X}_{k,\pm 1} = \{ Q_{X} \in \mathcal{C}| x_{k} = [M^{-1}(Q_{X})]_{k} = \pm 1\}, \quad (5.3)$$

where $[\cdot]_{k}$ denotes the $k^{th}$ element of the vector. The likelihood of the received signal given the transmitted unitary matrix is \cite{12,40}

$$p(Y|Q_{X}) = \exp \left( -\frac{\rho^{T}}{M} \text{Tr}(Y^{\dagger}(I_{T} - \frac{1}{1+\rho T/M}Q_{X}Q_{X}^{\dagger})Y) \right) \frac{(\pi M/\rho T)^{TN}(1+\rho T/M)^{MN}}{\left( \rho T/M \right)^{TN}(1+\rho T/M)^{MN}}. \quad (5.4)$$

If the interleaver in Figure 5.1 is well designed, the $n$ bits that label $Q_{X}$ are approximately independent and hence we can approximate $P(Q_{X})$ by

$$P(Q_{X}) \approx \prod_{k=1}^{n} P(x_{k}^{(b)} = [M^{-1}(Q_{X})]_{k}). \quad (5.5)$$
In the first iteration, we assume that the bits are equi-probable and hence \( P(Q_x) = 1/2^n \). In subsequent iterations, the components on the right hand side of (5.5) are computed from the interleaved decoder output from the previous iteration; namely \( L_{A_1}(x_k) = \ln \frac{P(x_k=+1)}{P(x_k=-1)} \). The final step in the demapping process is to extract the extrinsic information \( L_{E_1} \) by subtracting the a priori information \( L_{A_1} \) from the demapper output \( L_{D_1} \); see Figure 5.1. This extrinsic information is then deinterleaved to act as the a priori input \( L_{A_2} \) for the soft-input/soft-output outer decoder. As shown in Section 4.4, the turbo decoder uses the BCJR algorithm [39] to calculate the a posteriori \( L \)-values for the coded bits for each constituent code. The a posteriori \( L \)-values of the constituent codes are then concatenated as described in Section 4.4.2, generating \( L_{D_2} \). The a priori information \( L_{A_2} \) is subtracted from \( L_{D_2} \) resulting in the extrinsic soft information \( L_{E_2} \). This extrinsic information \( L_{E_2} \) is then interleaved to act as the a priori information \( L_{A_1} \) for the next iteration of the demapper; completing an iteration.

5.3.1 List-Based Demapper

For most implementations of the BICM scheme shown in Figure 5.1, the computational bottleneck will be the computation of the a posteriori \( L \)-value (5.2) in the demapper. In the case of coherent MIMO communication systems, it was shown in [16, 51] that the impact of this bottleneck can be mitigated without a significant loss in performance by approximating \( L_{D_1}(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) \) in (5.2) by computing the summation on the right hand side of (5.2) over a list of candidate constellation points rather than over the whole constellation. In order to apply the principles of that approach in the non-coherent case, the Grassmannian geometry of the constellation and the information in the received signal \( Y^{(b)} \) has to be properly exploited to identify a list \( L_b \) of candidate constellation points. The a posteriori \( L \)-value in (5.2) can be
approximated by

\[ L_{D_1}(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) \approx \ln \frac{\sum_{QX \in \mathcal{X}_k^{R,1}} p(Y^{(b)}|QX) P(QX)}{\sum_{QX \in \mathcal{X}_k^{R,1}} p(Y^{(b)}|QX) P(QX)}, \tag{5.6} \]

where \( \mathcal{X}_k^{R,1} \) is the set of matrices in the list for which \( x_k = \pm 1 \); i.e.,

\[ \mathcal{X}_k^{R,1} = \{ Q_X \in \mathcal{L}_b | x_k^{(b)} = [M^{-1}(Q_X)]_k = \pm 1 \}. \tag{5.7} \]

The proposed demapping list \( \mathcal{L}_b \) will be based on the list generated by the reduced-search non-coherent detector for the uncoded Grassmannian constellations developed in [27, 36, 37]. As described in Section 2.4.1, in this list generation technique, the channel output is exploited to generate the list of candidate points. A desirable feature of this list demapper is that the length of this list is adapted to the channel realization, allowing the receiver to allocate its computational resources to channel realizations in which the detection process is hard. In the next section, we will present a simple technique by which the decoder’s soft information can be used to augment the demapper’s list, and obtain significant performance gain.

### 5.3.2 List Augmentation for the List-based Demapper

In the direct application of the reduced-search non-coherent MIMO detector in Section 2.4.1 to list-based demapping, membership of the list is determined entirely by the channel output. A weakness in applying this strategy in a BICM-IDD scheme with long (outer) codewords is that a constellation point whose binary index is deemed by the decoder to have a large likelihood might not be a member of the demapper’s list. If that were to occur, the system would not benefit from the flow of soft information between the demapper and the decoder.

To mitigate this effect, we propose to incorporate the decoder’s soft information in the list construction algorithm. A computationally efficient way to do this is to simply
augment the demapper’s list at each iteration with the constellation point whose binary index is deemed by the decoder to have the largest likelihood. To describe the augmentation process, we let $L^{[i]}_{A_1}$ denote the vector of a priori information used by the demapper in the $i^{th}$ demapping-decoding iteration; i.e., $L^{[i]}_{A_1}$ is the interleaved version of $L^{[i-1]}_{E_2}$, the extrinsic information from the decoder at the end of the $(i-1)^{th}$ iteration; see Figure 5.1. Before performing the list-based demapping at the $i^{th}$ iteration, the demapper makes an (auxiliary) hard decision on the $b^{th}$ length-$n$ block of $L^{[i]}_{A_1}$ and checks whether the constellation point that corresponds to that hard decision is on the demapper’s current list of candidate points. If it is not on the list, this constellation point is added to the list.

For a received matrix $Y^{(b)}$, the augmented list of candidate constellations for the $i^{th}$ iteration can be written as

$$L^{[i]}_b = L^{[i-1]}_b \cup \{ M \left( \text{sgn} \left( (L^{[i]}_{A_1}(x_k^{(b)}))^n_{k=1} \right) \right) \},$$  

and hence, at the $i^{th}$ iteration the $L$-value of the $k^{th}$ coded bit in the $b^{th}$ block is approximated using

$$L^{[i]}_{D_1}(x_k^{(b)}|Y^{(b)}) \approx \frac{\sum_{Q_X \in \mathcal{X}_{k,\pm 1}^{[i]}(b)} p(Y^{(b)}|Q_X)P(Q_X)}{\sum_{Q_X \in \mathcal{X}_{k,-1}^{[i]}(b)} p(Y^{(b)}|Q_X)P(Q_X)},$$

where $\mathcal{X}_{k,\pm 1}^{[i]}(b)$ is the set of matrices $Q_X$ in the augmented candidate list for $x_k = \pm 1$,

$$\mathcal{X}_{k,\pm 1}^{[i]} = \{ Q_X \in L^{[i]}_b | x_k^{(b)} = [M^{-1}(Q_X)]_k = \pm 1 \}. \quad (5.10)$$

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, allowing the decoder to augment the demapper’s list in this way offers the potential for significant performance improvements. Furthermore, since we add at most one constellation point to the demapper’s list at each iteration, the increase in demapper complexity is negligible when compared to the computational cost that would be incurred if all the constellation points were considered, as in (5.2). There are other ways in which the decoder could augment the
Figure 5.2: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-IDD scheme using full
demapping (as in (5.2), dash-dot), and using list-based demapping with (solid) and
without (dashed) list augmentation. The transmission scheme has the rate 1/2 turbo
outer code and the constellation of 256 unitary matrices described in Section 5.5.

demapper's list, such as by examining the unreliable entries in $L_{A_1}^{[6]}$ and adding the
constellation pairs that correspond to those entries. However, in the example shown
in Figure 5.2 the proposed low-complexity augmentation scheme appears to extract
much of the potential gain.

5.4 BICM-IDD Parameter Selection

There are several factors that can affect the performance of a BICM-IDD scheme. As
described in Section 3.2, the proposed BICM-IDD scheme consists of an outer and
inner phase. The outer phase consists of the outer encoder and its corresponding soft-
input soft-output decoder. In the presented simulations, a standard turbo encoder
and decoder pair was used. The decoder iteratively employs the BCJR algorithm
to update the $a$ posteriori probability for each bit. The considered turbo encoder
consisted of two memory-4 recursive systematic convolutional codes concatenated in parallel. This choice was motivated by the choice made in [52]. A block diagram of the encoder is shown in Figure 5.3. As discussed in Section 4.4, the turbo decoder iteratively exchanges soft information between its constituent BCJR decoders for several iterations, which presents a trade-off between the complexity and the performance of the decoding process. In [16], it was observed that increasing the number of turbo iterations beyond 8 results in an increase in the decoding complexity without significantly improving the performance. Motivated by that observation, in the proposed scheme the number of turbo iterations was fixed a priori to 8.

The inner phase of the BICM-IDD scheme consists of the unitary constellation mapper and the proposed list-based demapper. The mapper maps consecutive blocks of bits onto unitary constellations of size 256 or 1024. The constellations were generated using the greedy algorithm in [27] that was described in Section 2.3. The chosen constellation points are then transmitted from 2 transmit antennas to 2 receive antennas over a frequency-flat richly-scattered block-fading channel with a signalling interval $T = 4$. At the receiver, the list-based demapper depends on several factors, namely, the number of reference points and the width of the strap associated with
each reference point. Such parameters result in a trade-off between the performance and complexity of the list-based demapper and will be addressed in Section 5.4.2. In addition, the use of the list-based demapper rather than full constellation demapping may result in bit positions in which all the bit sequences in the candidate list have the same binary value. This indicates that the L-values associated with those bits will be \( \infty \) or \(-\infty\) since the denominator or the numerator of the L-value will be zero, respectively; c.f., (5.6). Therefore, a positive and negative clipping value \( \pm L_{\text{clip}} \) will be assigned [53]. Section 5.4.3 will address the choice of the clipping value. In the BICM-IDD receiver, the list-based demapper and the turbo decoder iteratively exchange soft information to approximate the prohibitively complex bit-wise MAP decoder. The choice of the number of demapper to decoder iterations will be considered in the next section.

5.4.1 Choice of Number of Iterations Between Demapper and Decoder

The number of iterations of soft information exchange between the demapper and the decoder presents a trade-off between the performance and computational cost of the detection process in the BICM-IDD scheme. In Figure 5.4, the performance of non-coherent MIMO BICM-IDD schemes that use two, four, and eight demapper to decoder iterations are presented. As shown in Figure 5.4, the performance of the system improves significantly as the number of iterations is increased from two to four, while the performance improvement of having eight iterations rather than four is rather small when balanced against the complexity associated with doubling the number of iterations. Thus, in the simulations provided in this thesis, the number of demapper to decoder iterations is set to four.
5.4.2 Choice of List Demapper Parameters

In the list-based demapper, the number of reference points is chosen by considering the tradeoff between the performance and the complexity of the demapper. As described in Section 2.4.1, increasing the number of reference points results in shorter lists since the list candidate points are only the constellation points that lie in the intersection of the straps. However, the reduction in the search space increases the probability that the transmitted constellation point is not in the list. Therefore, it was proposed in [36, 37] to increase the width of the strap associated with each reference point as the number of reference points increases. It was also shown in [36, 37], that if the width of the strap is appropriately adjusted, increasing the number of reference points improves the performance of the list demapper while reducing the number of likelihood computations. However, the drawback of increasing the number of reference points is the memory requirement of the receiver in order to store all the distances between

Figure 5.4: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-IDD scheme using 2 demapper to decoder iterations (dash-dot), 4 demapper to decoder iterations (dashed) and 8 demapper to decoder iterations (solid).
Figure 5.5: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-IDD scheme in which the list demapper using 4 reference points (dashed), 10 reference points (solid) and 16 reference points (dash-dot).

all the constellation points and each reference point and the overhead complexity associated with computing all the distances.

In Figure 5.5, the bit error performance of the non-coherent BICM-IDD scheme is presented for a system using 4, 10, and 16 demapper reference points. As shown, increasing the number of reference points improves the performance of the BICM-IDD system. On the other hand in Figure 5.6, the average number of likelihood computations are shown. This figure shows that the number of candidate points in the list-based demapper is not significantly reduced as the number of reference points increases. Since the performance and complexity gap between using 10 and 16 reference points is rather small, both 10 and 16 reference points would be reasonable choices for the simulations. However, in order to reduce the memory required by the receiver and the overhead complexity, we chose to use 10 reference points in the presented simulations.
Figure 5.6: The average number of likelihood computations for the list demapper using 4 reference points (dashed), 10 reference points (solid) and 16 reference points (dash-dot).

In order to significantly reduce the number of likelihood computations of the list demapper, one might choose to reduce the strap width associated with each reference point. Alternatively, one might choose to increase the strap width to improve the performance of the non-coherent BICM-IDD system. In Figure 5.7, the associated complexity of the likelihood computations for the list demapper is illustrated, where the strap width is increased and decreased by 20 percent over that recommended in [36, 37]. Figure 5.8 presents the performance of a BICM-IDD scheme using the increased and decreased strap width. As shown, reducing the strap width results in a considerably shorter list but significantly degrades the performance of the system. On the contrary, increasing the strap width results in a significantly longer list while only providing a slight improvement in performance.
Figure 5.7: The average number of likelihood computations for the list demapper with 0.8 of strap width (solid), 1.0 of strap width (dash-dot), 1.2 of strap width (dashed) and full constellation demapping (+).

Figure 5.8: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-IDD scheme in which the list demapper with 0.8 of strap width (solid), 1.0 of strap width (dash-dot), 1.2 of strap width (dashed) and full constellation demapping (o).
5.4.3 Choice of Clipping Value

It was shown in [53] that the clipping value $L_{\text{clip}}$ can affect the error performance of the iterative receiver. A clipping value that is much higher than the optimum value forces the decoder to assume that the clipped values from the demapper have the correct sign leading the decoder to ignore soft information associated with other bits [53]. On the other hand, a much lower clipping value results in a significant loss in the demapper’s soft information, which causes the demapper to have no sufficient influence on the decoder [53]. In Figure 5.9, the performance of the BICM scheme for different clipping values $L_{\text{clip}}$. As shown a fixed clipping value $L_{\text{clip}} = \pm 10$ yielded consistently good results.

Figure 5.9: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-IDD scheme using different clipping values.
5.5 Performance Simulations of Unitary Signalling Versus Training-based Technique

In this section, the performance of the proposed BICM-IDD unitary signalling scheme will be compared to that of a corresponding BICM-IDD training scheme.

As discussed in Section 2.5, an alternative to the unitary signalling approach to non-coherent MIMO communication is a training-based approach [3, 32, 33]. The training-based approach splits the signalling interval $T$ into two subintervals. The first subinterval is a training phase in which pilot symbols known to the receiver are transmitted and an estimate $\hat{H}$ of the channel matrix is determined by the receiver. In the second subinterval, the receiver uses the estimated channel matrix $\hat{H}$ to detect the transmitted data coherently.

We consider a system with data rates of 1, 5/4 and 5/3 bits per channel use (bpcu). In the unitary signalling case, the data rate is given by $R\log_2|C|$ where $R$ is the rate of the outer encoder, $|C|$ is the size of the unitary constellation, and $T$ is the signalling interval in channel uses. The data rate of 1 bpcu scheme consists of a constellation of 256 unitary matrices and an outer code of rate 1/2, and the rate 5/4 and 5/3 bpcu schemes consist of a constellation of 1024 unitary matrices and outer codes of rates 1/2 and 2/3 respectively. In all these cases, the data signalling interval $T = 4$. A block diagram of the rate 1/2 encoder is shown in Figure 5.3 and the rate 2/3 encoder is that shown in [54]. The constellations of unitary matrices were designed using the greedy algorithm in [27].

In the training case described in Section 2.5, two channel uses were used for the training, i.e., $T_r = 2$, and the Alamouti scheme [43] used two channel uses for the data communication phase; i.e., $T_d = 2$. The data rate is given by $\frac{RZ \log_2 |C_s|}{T_r + T_d}$, where $Z$ is the number of scalar symbols per space-time codeword and $|C_s|$ is the size of the standard scalar constellation. For the Alamouti scheme, $Z = 2$. The data rate
of 1 bpcu was achieved using the Gray-labelled 16-QAM constellation along with the rate 1/2 outer code, and the rate 5/4 and 5/3 bpcu schemes consisted of the Gray-labelled 32-cross-QAM constellation along with the outer codes of rates 1/2 and 2/3, respectively. In the training scheme the formula for the data rate is slightly different from that of the unitary scheme due to the fact that in the unitary scheme a unitary matrix of size 4 × 2 is transmitted in each 4 channel uses while in the training scheme a pilot matrix of size 2 × 2 and a data matrix of size 2 × 2 are transmitted in each 4 channel uses.

As discussed in Section 5.4 and as is apparent from Figure 5.3, the outer codes are systematic parallel concatenated turbo codes [52] with recursive convolutional codes of memory length 4 as the constituent codes. To employ these codes in a blockwise fashion, the data to be transmitted was partitioned into blocks of length 8000. Based on the simulation results in Section 5.4, at the receiver, four demapping-decoding iterations were performed for each block, with eight "turbo" iterations being performed within the outer decoder for each demapping-decoding iteration. The demapper used 10 reference points to compute the candidate list, and in both the demapper and decoder the L-values were clipped at ±10.

As shown in Figure 5.10, in this example the training-based BICM-IDD scheme performs better than the proposed unitary-signalling-based BICM-IDD scheme at low data rates. At a data rate of 1 bpcu, training performs better than the proposed scheme by 1.8 dB at a bit error rate (BER) of 10^{-5}. If the data rate is increased to 5/4 bpcu, the performance gap is decreased to 0.2 dB at a BER of 10^{-5}. However, at higher data rates the unitary signalling scheme outperforms the training scheme. At a data rate of 5/3 bpcu the SNR gain of the unitary scheme at a BER of 10^{-5} is close to 1 dB. The proposed scheme performs better than the training-based scheme at higher data rates because the channel symbols of the proposed scheme mimic the distribution that achieves capacity at high SNRs. In particular, the training scheme only achieves
Figure 5.10: Bit error rate performance of the proposed BICM-ID scheme (solid) and a training-based BICM-ID scheme (dashed) for data rates of 1 (no symbol), 5/4 (○) and 5/3 (★) bits per channel use.

the SNR-dependent term in the high SNR non-coherent ergodic capacity in (2.2), whereas the unitary signalling scheme achieves (2.2) including the SNR-independent constant $c_{M,N}$. This constant can be substantial, especially in the case where the number of receive antennas exceeds the number of transmit antennas [36]. The results in Figure 5.10 show that even when the number of antennas at each end of the link is equal (to 2), employing a signalling scheme that exploits the SNR-independent term can lead to significant gains at high data rates.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we proposed a BICM-IDD scheme for non-coherent MIMO systems that provides reliable communication at high data rates. This scheme was developed using the observation that the channel symbols that achieve the non-coherent ergodic capacity at high SNRs can be represented as constellation points on a compact Grassmann manifold. The transmission scheme was based on an existing constellation design that mimics the capacity achieving distribution. In order to incorporate the BICM-IDD scheme a mapping technique that exploits some of the properties of that constellation was developed. In addition, in order to alleviate the computational burden of examining all the constellation points, a list-based demapper was developed.

The complexity of directly generating a constellation that mimics the capacity achieving distribution of the non-coherent MIMO channel grows rapidly with the size of the constellation. Thus, a greedy algorithm with a smoothed objective was used to generate a well-spaced constellation. In the non-coherent BICM-IDD scheme, a labelling strategy is required in order to map consecutive blocks of bits onto the
Grassmannian constellation. Hence, a constellation mapper that exploits the Grassmannian structure of the signal was developed based on incomplete set partitioning.

In common with BICM schemes for the coherent MIMO channel, the computational burden of the receiver usually lies in the demapper, in which complete enumeration over all the constellation points is performed to generate the a posteriori soft information. An efficient list-based demapper that approximates the a posteriori soft information by performing the enumeration over a subset of constellation points was proposed. The list-based demapper utilizes certain properties of the Grassmannian geometry as well as the nature of the received signal to generate a list of candidate points.

A weakness in this list-based demapper was that the list of candidate constellation points is entirely determined by the channel output without any input from the decoder of the BICM-IDD scheme. In other words, a constellation point that is deemed by the decoder to have a large likelihood might not be a member of the demapper’s candidate list. Thus, it was proposed to incorporate the decoder’s information in the demapper by allowing the decoder to augment the demapper’s candidate list in each detection iteration. We demonstrated that the proposed augmentation scheme resulted in a significant improvement in the performance with negligible added complexity.

Finally, the performance of the proposed BICM-IDD unitary signalling scheme was compared to a corresponding training based scheme. We demonstrated that at high data rates the proposed BICM scheme outperforms the training-based scheme.

6.2 Future Work

There are several credible approaches for improving the already promising performance of the proposed BICM-IDD non-coherent scheme. In particular, the proposed
constellation mapping was based on a simple incomplete set partitioning that partitions the constellations to two subsets. It is expected that better insight into the geometry of (imperfect) Grassmannian lattices will lead to mappings with improved performance.

In the detection of the proposed scheme, the number of iterations between the demapper and the decoder in which extrinsic soft information is exchanged was set a priori. Adaptively controlling the number of iterations between the demapper and the decoder offers the potential to improve the trade-off between performance and complexity of the receiver.

The decoder of the constituent codes that was used to construct the outer code was a standard BCJR algorithm. The complexity of this algorithm can be significantly reduced by discarding certain branches in the trellis based on the input soft information from the demapper. Since the proposed scheme is using a list-based demapper, it might occur that for a certain bit position all the bit sequences that corresponds to the constellation points in the candidate list have the same binary value. This fact can be exploited in the decoder by only considering the trellis branches associated with this binary value and discarding the others. Further reduction in complexity can be achieved by examining the soft information from the demapper and discarding all the branches associated with small probabilities.

In the proposed BICM scheme, the decoder augments the demapper’s candidate list by at most one constellation point in each iteration. Combinations of more sophisticated list augmentation strategies and possible list reduction strategies might (uniformly) improve the trade-off between performance and computational cost provided by the current demapper.
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